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Abstract
The main bottleneck in designing efficient dynamic algorithms is the unknown nature of the update
sequence. In particular, there are problems where the separation in runtime between the best offline
or partially dynamic solutions and the best fully dynamic solutions is polynomial, sometimes even
exponential. In this paper, we formulate the predicted-updates dynamic model, one of the first
beyond-worst-case models for dynamic algorithms, which generalizes a large set of well-studied
dynamic models including the offline dynamic, incremental, and decremental models to the fully
dynamic setting when given predictions about the update times of the elements. Our paper models
real world settings, in which we often have access to side information that allows us to make
coarse predictions about future updates. We formulate a framework that bridges the gap between
fully and offline/partially dynamic, leading to greatly improved runtime bounds over the state-
of-the-art dynamic algorithms for a variety of important problems such as triconnectivity, planar
digraph all pairs shortest paths, k-edge connectivity, and others, for prediction error of reasonable
magnitude. Our simple framework avoids heavy machinery, potentially leading to a new set of
dynamic algorithms that are implementable in practice.
Keywords: dynamic algorithms, algorithms with predictions, learning-augmented algorithms, be-
yond worst case analysis

1. Introduction
Learning-augmented algorithms and traditional dynamic algorithms have fundamentally similar
goals: to efficiently provide up-to-date solutions to problems in the face of rapidly changing data.
While learning-augmented algorithms typically use machine learning methods to take advantage of
structure in data, traditional dynamic algorithms consider worst-case adversarial inputs, and algo-
rithms are designed to be efficient in spite of such worst-case, potentially unstructured, instances.
In this paper, we combine these two paradigms under one framework that encompasses the three
major settings traditionally studied within dynamic algorithms: the offline dynamic, incremental,
and decremental settings. Specifically, we show that we can transform broad classes of offline,
incremental, and decremental algorithms into fully dynamic algorithms provided predictions of the
update times of dynamic events such as insertions and/or deletions. Not only does this allow us to
achieve (sometimes exponential) improvements in runtime for certain problems, but it also allows
us to transfer algorithmic techniques between models in novel ways.

Algorithms with predictions or learning-augmented algorithms is a very rich area (see Mitzen-
macher and Vassilvitskii (2021) and references therein) that in recent times has seen many inter-
esting and important results. In this paradigm, an algorithm solicits predictions from an untrusted
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source (e.g. a machine learning model) to help make decisions. The goal is to design algorithms
that achieve the following three desiderata (Lykouris and Vassilvitskii (2021)): Consistency ensures
that if the predictions are of high quality, the algorithm performs much better than a worst-case
algorithm. Competitiveness states that if the predictions are of low quality, the algorithm does not
perform any worse than a worst-case algorithm. And finally, robustness guarantees that the perfor-
mance of the algorithm degrades gracefully as a function of the prediction error. Additionally, we
want to solicit predictions that can be reasonably obtained in practice. An example is edge inser-
tion/deletion predictions for dynamic graphs which is gaining great interest in the machine learning
community, with a set of promising results including Kumar et al. (2019); Nguyen et al. (2018);
Poursafaei et al. (2022); Quach et al. (2021); Rossi et al. (2020); Zhang and Chen (2018); Wang
et al. (2021).

These desiderata present a challenge. While we would like to achieve all three for some rea-
sonable notion of prediction, it is not a priori clear that such a guarantee is even possible. In online
algorithms with predictions, for example, it is often not possible to achieve all three simultane-
ously (see Kumar et al. (2018); Gollapudi and Panigrahi (2019); Wei and Zhang (2020)). Even
when it is possible to achieve all three desiderata, solutions can often require large and problem
specific predictions. One such example is the setting of warm starts, where we design algorithms
for static problems that take advantage of (large) predicted solutions (see Dinitz et al. (2021); Chen
et al. (2022a); Davies et al. (2023)). We provide more detailed comparisons with our work in Ap-
pendix G.

Thus, it is particularly interesting that for dynamic algorithms, it is indeed possible to achieve
the best of online algorithms and warm starts: we only need predictions of future events (instead of
future solutions) and we simultaneously achieve all three desiderata of algorithms with predictions.
Our model has the added benefit that the requested predictions are not problem-specific, and the
same predictions could be used multiple times to solve different unrelated problems (e.g. one set of
predictions about a dynamic graph can be used to solve a collection of graph problems).

Our framework expands upon the traditional model used for dynamically changing data. The
main bottleneck of designing traditional dynamic algorithms is the unknown nature of the update
sequence. This is demonstrated by the large gap in efficiency between algorithms for the offline
and partially dynamic settings and the fully dynamic (online) setting for many graph problems (see
e.g. Abraham et al. (2017); Chen et al. (2020); Goranci (2019); Holm and Rotenberg (2020) and
references therein). To address this, there has been much interest in using the techniques from the
offline and partially dynamic settings to obtain fully dynamic algorithms for various problems (see
Chan (2011); Peng and Rubinstein (2023)), However, prior to our work, no general framework for
lifting offline dynamic to the fully dynamic settings were known. We demonstrate the first such
framework using a novel data structure called the random partition-tree that leverages the power
of predictions. One can intuitively and informally think of the random partition-tree as a type of
randomized segment tree; hence, we reduce fully dynamic operations to operations on an offline,
randomized segtree with a rebuild operation for fixing errors dynamically.

In this paper, we define the predicted-updates model to bring beyond-worst-case analysis Rough-
garden (2021) to the study of dynamic algorithms. In the offline dynamic setting, the entire update
sequence is provided to the algorithm at once, and the algorithm’s task is to compute all of the
solutions corresponding to each update in the sequence. In the incremental setting, an algorithm
only needs to handle element insertions and not deletions. Similarly, in the decremental setting, an
algorithm only needs to handle element deletions. Our framework can convert an offline dynamic
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algorithm into a fully-dynamic algorithm using predicted timestamps for all types of updates. Our
framework can also be extended to convert an incremental algorithm into a fully-dynamic algo-
rithm, with only predictions of deletion events, and a decremental algorithm into a fully-dynamic
algorithm, with only predictions of insertion events. Our framework provides an entire new set of
algorithms, previously not known, for the offline and decremental “0 error” setting and general-
izes the the known-deletions result of Peng and Rubinstein (2023) for incremental algorithms and
concurrent work by van den Brand et al. (2023).

Much of the study of dynamic algorithms has, thus far, focused on worst-case analysis with
many fundamental problems hitting boundaries in efficiency. State-of-the-art dynamic solutions
are often quite complex and require the use of heavy machinery. The framework we introduce
in this paper is fundamentally simple, does not use heavy machinery, but is applicable to a broad
range of problems and settings. With the help of predictions, we are able to lift simpler, more
implementable, and faster algorithms from the offline and partially dynamic settings to the fully
dynamic setting, hence leveraging the power of modern ML predictions to solve previously believed
difficult problems.

Problem Best Fully Dynamic Runtimes New Predicted-Update Runtimes (Theorems 27 to 29)

Planar Digraph APSP Õ
(
n2/3

) Fakcharoenphol and Rao (2006)
Klein (2005) Õ(

√
n) Das et al. (2022)

Triconnectivity O(n2/3) Galil et al. (1999) Õ (1)
Holm and Rotenberg (2020)

Peng et al. (2017)

k-Edge Connectivity no(1) Jin and Sun (2022) Õ(1) Chalermsook et al. (2021)

Dynamic DFS Tree Õ (
√
mn) Baswana et al. (2019) Õ (n)

Baswana et al. (2019)
Chen et al. (2018)

APSP

(
256
k2

)4/k-Approx

Õ
(
nk
)

update

Õ(nk/8) query Forster et al. (2023)
(2r − 1)k-Approx
Õ
(
m1/(k+1)nk/r

)
Chen et al. (2020)

AP Maxflow/Mincut
O(log(n) log log n)-Approx

Õ
(
n2/3+o(1)

)
Chen et al. (2020)

O
(
log8k(n)

)
-Approx.

Õ
(
n2/(k+1)

) Goranci (2019)
Goranci et al. (2019)

MCF

(1 + ε)-Approx
Õ(1) update
Õ(n) query Chen et al. (2020)

O(log8k(n))-Approx.
Õ
(
n2/(k+1)

)
update

Õ(P 2) query
Goranci (2019)

Goranci et al. (2019)

Uniform Sparsest Cut

2O(log5/6(n))-Approx

2O(log5/6(n)) update
O(log1/6(n)) query Goranci et al. (2021)

O
(
log8k(n)

)
-Approx

Õ
(
n2/(k+1)

)
O(1) query

Goranci (2019)
Goranci et al. (2019)

Submodular Max
1/4-Approx

Õ(k2) Dütting et al. (2023)
0.3178-Approx
Õ (poly(k)) Feldman et al. (2022)

Table 1: Table of the best fully dynamic update runtimes for a variety of problems vs. our update
times obtained via our framework assuming ||error||1 = Õ(T ). ||error||1 is the sum of the
absolute value difference between predicted and real timestamps. Our query times match
the fully dynamic query times for every problem. The acronyms are as follows: APSP:
all-pairs shortest paths, DFS: depth-first search, AP: all-pairs, MCF: multi-commodity
concurrent flows. The variable P is the number of queried pairs in the multi-commodity
flow result. If only one runtime is shown, the same runtime holds for both update and
query. Problem definitions are provided in Appendix F. Here, m is the maximum number
of edges in the graph at any time.

Our framework gives polynomial, sometimes even exponential, improvements in runtime over
the best fully dynamic algorithm for APSP, triconnectivity, dynamic DFS, maxflow/mincut, sub-
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modular maximization, k-edge connectivity, and others (see Table 1). Our techniques are also
inherently parallel (over small poly(log n) depth) and may have additional implications in scalable
models like the work-depth and distributed models and provide motivation for a new noisy setting
in dynamic algorithms, with connections to differential privacy Dwork et al. (2006) and sensitivity
analysis Varma and Yoshida (2023); Kumabe and Yoshida (2022). Our results are shown in Table 1.
We give an abridged version of all of our technical details in Appendix B. Below, we first provide a
description of our model in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (Predicted-Updates Dynamic Model) In the predicted-updates dynamic model, we
consider a ground set S of size |S|. We are given updates for three different types of algorithms:

1. Offline Dynamic Algorithms: We are given a predicted sequence of dynamic updates P con-
sisting of tuples (e, type, day, i) where e ∈ S is the element that the event is performed
on, type is the type of event, day is the predicted day of the event,1 and i (initially set to
0) is a counter for the number of times the prediction for this event is updated (i is a pa-
rameter that is used in our algorithms). The predictions can be given to us, online, in sets
P1, P2, . . . , Plog2(T ) where Pi ⊆ Pi+1 and |Pi+1| = 2 · |Pi| as we see more real events. 2

More than one event can be predicted for a day, but only one real event occurs each day.

2. Incremental Partially Dynamic Algorithms: On each day exactly one of the following occurs:

(a) An element e ∈ S is inserted (a real insertion), and reports a prediction, (e, ‘delete′, day, i),
of the day on which it will be deleted (a predicted deletion).

(b) A previously inserted element is deleted (a real deletion).

3. Decremental Partially Dynamic Algorithms: From the outset, the algorithm is given a set P
of all the elements that are predicted to ever appear in the system, and predictions for when
each of the elements in P will be inserted. Then, on each day, one of the following occurs:

(a) An element e, either in P or not, is inserted,

(b) A previously inserted element is deleted, and provides a prediction of when it will be
reinserted (if ever).

As in Item 1 (with the same restrictions), the original insertion predictions can also be given
to us in sets P1, P2, . . . , Plog2(T ), online, as we see more real deletions.

An algorithm computes a function f(·), which is a solution to a problem P , in the predicted-
updates dynamic model, if on every day t ∈ [T ], the algorithm outputs f(S), where S ⊆ S is the
subset of elements (from the universe S of elements) induced by the true (not predicted) sequence of
element insertions and deletions that occurred on all days t′ ≤ t.

Our main result is given informally in Theorem 1.1. The corresponding formal results can be
found in Theorem 2.1, Corollary 11, and Corollary 12.

1. A day is our chosen unit of time for describing updates. One can, of course, use another unit of time as long as real
events occur on unique timestamps.

2. In other words, as we see more real events, we receive more predictions. The only requirement on the sets
P1, . . . , Plog2(T ) is that the predicted days for new events cannot be earlier than the day each set of predictions
is given. In particular, it is possible that multiple events are predicted for the same day.
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Theorem 1.1 (Predicted-Updates Dynamic Model Framework (Informal))
Given a balanced, offline divide-and-conquer algorithm, A (defined in Definition 3), which

performs Õ(|W |c) work per subproblem W of size |W |, we can construct an algorithm in the
predicted-updates model that, over T real events, does total work,

Õ(T + ||error||1), when c ≤ 1, and Õ((T + ||error||1) · T c−1), when c > 1,

in expectation and with high probability, where ||error||1 is the sum over all elements of the absolute
difference between the predicted deletion day and the actual deletion day.

Given an incremental or decremental algorithm, A, with worst-case update time update(A),
we can construct an algorithm in the predicted-updates model that, over T real events, does total
work, in expectation and with high probability,

Õ ((T + ||error||1) · update(A)) .

Furthermore, given a fully-dynamic algorithm B for the problem, that does at most RB(T ) total
work by day T , we can get an algorithm that, over T updates, does total work

Õ (min {(T + ||error||1) · update(A), RB(T )}) ,

in expectation and with high probability (where update(A) depends on c, see above, in the offline
case). 3

The above theorem require worst-case incremental and decremental algorithms (but not worst-
case offline algorithms) which was shown to be necessary even in the “0-error” case by Peng and
Rubinstein (2023); thus, such a requirement is necessary for our setting also.

Comparison with Recent Concurrent, Related, Independent Work Recent concurrent work
of van den Brand et al. (2023) and Henzinger et al. (2023) also study algorithms in dynamic graph
models with prediction. Henzinger et al. (2023) focus on lower bounds in their paper under dif-
ferent prediction models from our work. van den Brand et al. (2023) also study different types of
prediction models including a model very similar to our predicted-deletions model, where instead
of using the ℓ1-error of a prediction, they instead look at the number of element-wise inversions
between the predicted deletion sequence and the real sequence. They give a deterministic algorithm
for incremental algorithms with predicted deletions based on Peng and Rubinstein (2023). Their
reduction maintains the state of an incremental algorithm, in which elements are inserted in approx-
imately reverse deletion order. In this paper, we give a reduction from the decremental setting with
predicted insertions to the incremental setting that can also be applied to their result. The reduction
applied to their construction can be interpreted as doing essentially the reverse: it maintains the state
of a decremental algorithm, in which elements are deleted in approximately reverse insertion order.

Their framework does not handle offline to fully dynamic transformations for two reasons: 1) it
is unclear how to simultaneously insert elements in both approximately reverse deletion order and
reverse insertion order when given noisy predictions, and 2) their reduction is tied to incremental
algorithms where it is even unclear what types of algorithms to ask for in the offline setting. We
sidestep both issues in our framework with the key data structure used in our solution: the random
partition-tree (Definition 2).

3. We use Õ(·) to hide polylogarithmic factors in |S| (the universe of elements) and T (total number of real events).
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Recent independent and concurrent work of Agarwal and Balkanski (2023) studies the problem
of dynamic submodular function maximization with cardinality constraints in a model similar to our
predicted update model. Their update time is given in terms of two parameters: w which constitutes
the magnitude of a “small” error, and η which is the number of elements with error larger than w.
Their update time is then polylogarithmic in η and w. This form of update time is incomparable to
runtimes in the form of our result. They also study a different form of submodular maximization,
we consider matroid constraints as opposed to cardinality.

2. Offline Divide-and-Conquer to Fully-Dynamic Transformation
This section presents our main framework for offline dynamic to fully dynamic transformations.
2.1. Preliminaries
We denote the total number of updates in our update sequence by T . We use [t] to denote the set of
positive integers up to t, ie. {1, . . . , t}. We use Õ(·) to hide poly(log(|S|·T )) factors where S is our
ground set for the elements and T is the total number of updates. Often, it holds that |S| = poly(T ).

An overview of Algorithm 2.1 that converts an offline algorithm to a predicted-update algorithm
is given in Section 2.2. Below, we first define the partition-tree, which is generated randomly in our
algorithm, and is the main data structure in our framework.

Definition 2 (Partition-Tree) A partition-tree of a sequence of days is a binary tree such that every
node in the tree is associated with a window (interval of time). Henceforth, we refer to all nodes in
the partition-tree as windows. The tree has the following properties:

1. The root window of the tree is the full sequence of T days.

2. For each internal (non-leaf) window W , its children windows partition W . We denote the
parent of W by parent(W ).

3. Each leaf window is associated with a single day.

Our framework works for any c-divide-and-conquer algorithm defined below. For our offline
to fully dynamic transformations, we show a number of interesting algorithms; in fact all of the
currently known offline dynamic graph algorithms fall under this definition. For our incremental
and decremental to fully dynamic transformations, we show that any incremental or decremental
algorithm with worst-case update time can be framed as a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm and can,
hence, be used in our framework.

Definition 3 (Divide-and-conquer algorithm) A c-divide-and-conquer algorithmA, for some con-
stant c > 0, is one that can be computed over divide-and-conquer tree T (where each node is a
window) using a function f(·) (to solve a problem P) such that:

1. A polynomial amount of read-write memory M is given to the root window;

2. Algorithm A computes f(W,Mparent(W )) for each window W of T , where the computation
is given the unordered set of events occurring in W , and read-write access to Mparent(W )

which is the state of M after parent(W ) has terminated. M is passed down and mutated by
windows along the path from the root, but is not mutated by any sibling windows.4

4. Consider the k-edge connectivity problem, an example of objects stored in read-write memory are the contracted
components formed by edges that have insertion and deletion days outside of the current window. Along a root
to leaf path, more components in M become contracted and this new set of (newly contracted) components is the
read-write M that is passed down to children.
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3. The expected work done at window W is O(Γ · |W |c), where Γ represents poly log(|S| · T )
factors or update(A), the worst-case incremental/decremental update time of algorithm A.5

4. The solution to P is obtained from the windows in the tree and the memory, M.

Item 3 ensures that the work done by the divide-and-conquer algorithm is evenly distributed
across the tree. This is the analogue of our condition for the incremental/decremental algorithms to
have worst-case (not amortized) bounds.
2.2. Algorithm Description
We obtain two separate categories of inputs to the algorithm: offline inputs received during prepro-
cessing and online inputs. Algorithm 2.1 uses the partition-tree T , the divide-and-conquer algorithm
A that computes f(·), and the predicted sequence of dynamic updates P . The predicted sequence
is given as tuples (e, type, day, i) where e is the element, type is the type of update (an insertion
or deletion), day is the predicted day of the update, and i is the number of times the event has been
rescheduled. Initially, all i = 0 for all events in the prediction sequence. Then, the actual set of
updates is given as an online sequence of dynamic updates U . The algorithm outputs an answer to
the function f(·) after each update on each day t ∈ [T ] where Ut is the updates in prefix t of U .

Given a raw set of update predictions P , we must first convert it into a feasible sequence of
events in our model with error comparable to the original set of update predictions. In particular,
the error of our converted sequence of predictions has error at most O(log(T )) factor worse than the
original set P . In Line 1, we do this preprocessing (with pseudocode for PREPROCESSPREDICTIONS(P )
in Appendix C.1). To do this, we first convert P into an instance of metric online bipartite matching
where P represents the requests and the set of days t ∈ [T ] are our servers. We produce a matching
such that at most one event in P is matched to each t ∈ [T ] by using the online harmonic algorithm
of Gupta and Lewi (2012) (that we observe can be run as a fast approximation algorithm). Then,
finally, we do a post-processing on the produced matching. In the order of the days, we perform a
linear scan to check if any deletions of events occur before their respective insertions. For any such
deletions, we move the event to the same day as the (later) insertion. After this post-processing,
we have a feasible sequence of events P which consists of at most two events per day: at most one
insertion and at most one deletion. This procedure can also be applied to any constant number of
event types with precedence constraints (i.e. one event type must be performed before another).

Algorithm 2.1 iterates through each day t ∈ [T ] (Line 17) and checks for each real (Line 18)
and predicted event (Line 23) assigned to day t. A real event is an event that is assigned to day t
by the update sequence. A predicted event is one that is assigned by our algorithm (i.e. an event
that is predicted to occur on day t). For each real event of type type and on element e (Line 19),
we find the corresponding prediction for this event in P (Line 19). If this event is not in P , then
we assign the default prediction of (e, type,∞, 0) where ∞ indicates that we predict the event to
occur at the very end of the update stream. If our current day t is less than the predicted day tpredict
(Line 19), then we process the event as one that occurs earlier than predicted. We use the procedure
PROCESSEVENTEARLIERTHANPREDICTION(E, t, tpredict) (Line 20), explained below.

After iterating through the real events, we now iterate through the predicted events on day t
(Line 23). If the predicted event E = (e, type) was not a real event that occurred on day t (Line 24),
then, we update our prediction since the real event will occur on a later day. To update our prediction,

5. For simplicity of expression in our proofs, we omit the factor Γ since it falls under our Õ(·) bound for the offline
transformations.
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Algorithm 2.1: Fully Dynamic Algorithms with Predictions from Offline Divide-and-Conquer
Algorithms

Input: Offline (during preprocessing): partition-tree T , divide-and-conquer algorithmA that computes f(·),
and predicted sequence of dynamic updates P . Online: Online sequence of dynamic updates U =
[E1, . . . , ET ] where each event E = (e, type) is a real event.

Output: After each day t ∈ [T ], output f(Ut).
1 P ← PREPROCESSPREDICTIONS(P ) // Converts P into a feasible set of

predictions

2 Insert all events in P as predicted events on their corresponding days

3 Procedure Retrigger(t1, t2):
4 Find W , the smallest window in T that contains both t1 and t2

S ← {W} // Set of windows to process.
5 while S ̸= ∅ do
6 Remove a window W ′ from S

for each child C of W ′ do
7 PROCESSEVENTS(C)

S ← S ∪ {C}
8 end
9 end

10 Procedure ProcessEventEarlierThanPrediction(E, t, tpredict):
11 Remove predicted event E from day tpredict

Add E to day t as a real event
Retrigger(t, tpredict)

12 Procedure ProcessEventLaterThanPrediction(E, i, t):
13 Remove predicted event E from day t

Add E to day (t+ 2i) as a predicted event
Change the prediction for E = (e, type) in P to (e, type, t+ 2i, i)
if e has a corresponding predicted deletion event that occurs earlier than (t+ 2i) then

14 Remove e’s predicted deletion event from the day t′ that it was scheduled for
Add e’s predicted deletion event to day (t+ 2i)
Let (e, delete, t′, idel) be the entry for e’s deletion event in P
Change e’s deletion event prediction in P to (e, delete, (t+ 2i), idel + 1)

15 end
16 Retrigger(t, t+ 2i)

17 for day t ∈ [T ] do
18 for each real event E = (e, type) on day t do
19 Suppose event E is an event of type type on element e

Find the corresponding prediction (e, type, tpredict, i) ∈ P for event E
if t < tpredict then

20 ProcessEventEarlierThanPrediction(E, t, tpredict)

21 end
22 end
23 for each predicted event E = (e, type) on day t do
24 if event E wasn’t a real event on day t then
25 ProcessEventLaterThanPrediction(E, i+ 1, t)
26 end
27 end
28 Return OUTPUT(t)
29 end
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we call the procedure, PROCESSEVENTLATERTHANPREDICTION, for handling events that occur
later than the predicted day. Finally, we call the function OUTPUT that is obtained from A for
computing the output of our dynamic algorithm at t (Line 28).

We now describe each of our individual procedures that is called within our main algorithm:

RETRIGGER(t1, t2): This procedure retriggers the processing of all events in every descendant
of the smallest window W in T that contains both t1 and t2. The processing of the events uses the
procedure PROCESSEVENTS (Line 7) that is obtained from A.

ProcessEventEarlierThanPrediction(E, t, tpredict): This procedure processes a real event that
occurs on a day t prior to its predicted day tpredict. First, we delete the predicted event E from day
tpredict (Line 11). Then, we add E to day t as a real event (Line 11). Finally, we find the smallest
window W in T that contains both t and tpredict (Line 4). We then call retrigger on W (Line 11).

ProcessEventLaterThanPrediction(E, i, t): This procedure reschedules events which occur later
than the prediction; specifically, the event is rescheduled to a future day. We first remove the pre-
dicted event E from day t (Line 13). We then increase the predicted day for the corresponding event
from t to t+ 2i where i is the number of times it has been rescheduled before (Line 13). Then, we
find the smallest window W that contains both t and (t+2i) (Line 4) and change the corresponding
prediction to reflect the new prediction (Line 13). We now need to consider multiple possible up-
dates associated with an element and ordering constraints among these updates. In the case of edge
insertions/deletions, the insertion of an edge e must happen before the deletion of the edge (such is
an example of an ordering constraint). We look for all corresponding predicted deletion events for e
that occurs on an earlier day than (t+ 2i) (Line 13) and reschedule them to day (t+ 2i) (Line 14).
Note that the conditional statement given in Line 13 can apply for any ordering constraints on any
type of updates, not only insertions and deletions. We perform retrigger on W (Line 16).
2.3. Preprocessing and Scheduling of Predictions
Lemma 2.1 (Initial Scheduling Quality and Runtime) Let p be the vector of predictions, map-
ping each event to a day in [T ]. Let r be the (unknown to the algorithm) true vector of real events,
mapping each event to the day in [T ] that it actually occurs.

Given p, we can compute in time O(T log∗(T )) an assignment vector a0 such that a0 assigns
at most one insertion event and at most one deletion event to each day, assigns all insertions events
before deletion events, and has error

E [||a0 − r||1] = O (||p− r||1 · log(T )) .

The formal proof of this lemma is given in Appendix C.1. We now compute the work of con-
structing our partition-tree, T , using P and prove the depth of the constructed tree. We first prove
the work to compute the partition-tree.

Lemma 4 (Work to Compute Initial Divide-and-Conquer Solutions) The full divide-and-conquer
algorithm over the partition-tree can be computed in expected time O(T c · log3(T ) · log log(T · |S|))
when c > 1, and O(T · log3(T ) · log log(T · |S|)) when c ≤ 1.

Lemma 4 is a special case of Lemma 8. We now bound the depth of the partition-tree over
the predictions in P , to bound the work of the divide-and-conquer. As the below analysis draws
inspiration from the analysis of randomized quicksort, we relegate its proof to Appendix C.1.
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Lemma 5 (Partition-Tree has O(log(T )) Depth) The depth of a random partition-tree drawn
over T days is O(log(T )) in expectation. Furthermore, for any constant k ≥ 36, the depth is

≤ k ln(T ) with probability ≥ 1− T− k
24 .

Note that we do not need knowledge of T when computing the aforementioned bounds. We
show in Algorithm C.3 how to remove the assumption on the value of T .

Finally, we give the work of maintaining the schedule after predictions are rescheduled based on
the online dynamic sequence of updates. Below (in Lemma 6 with proof deferred to Appendix C.1)
we show the maximum total number of times all predicted events are rescheduled by Algorithm 2.1
which combined with the work necessary to call RETRIGGER (which we analyze in Section 2.4)
gives the total work of our algorithm.

Lemma 6 (Work to Maintain Schedule) Algorithm 2.1 performs at most O(T log T ) reschedules
to the predictions of updates and maintains the predicted schedule of events over the course of the
online dynamic updates.

2.4. Work of RETRIGGER

The main workhorse of our algorithm is the RETRIGGER(t1, t2) operation, which recomputes the
subtree of the partition-tree rooted at the smallest window W that contains t1 and t2. This operation
recomputes the part of the partition-tree that can be affected by rearranging events that are scheduled
between t1 and t2. We highlight the following lemma that forms the basis of our algorithm.

Lemma 7 (Random Partition-Tree Preserves Lengths in Expectation) Consider a random partition-
tree drawn according to Definition 2 for time sequence [T ]. Then, for any t1, t2 ∈ [T ] where t1 ̸= t2,
the expected size of the smallest window that strictly contains both t1 and t2 is O(|t2− t1| · log(T )).

Proof We prove this lemma via a coupling argument where we show another way to generate the
same distribution of binary tree partitions that will be easier to analyze. For each possible divider
d ∈ [T −1] of the original sequence, we associate d with a rank rd drawn uniformly at random from
the uniform distribution over [0, 1]. The ranks are drawn independently for each d.

Using the ranks, we assign the tree structure from the top down. At the top level, the divider
with the lowest rank is used to split the sequence into the left child and the right child. Iteratively,
for each new window of the tree, we use the lowest ranked divider of its subsequence to split the
sequence. This results in the same distribution over partition-trees as Definition 2, as at each level,
each of the possible dividers is equally likely to be chosen next.

Now, we see that a contiguous subsequence [tstart, tend] of [T ] is a window in the partition-tree
if and only if the divider directly preceding tstart and the divider directly following tend both have
lower ranks than all of the dividers between tstart and tend, where we can consider the endpoints of
the original sequence over all days in [T ] to be dividers with rank 0. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Without loss of generality let t1 < t2. Let W be the smallest window that strictly contains t1
and t2. We have that the size of W (in days) is |W | = (t2 − t1 + 1) + L + R, where t2 − t1 + 1
are the number days between the dividers bordering t1 and t2. L is a random variable representing
the number of days before t1 until we reach one that is bordering a divider with strictly smaller
rank than the t2 − t1 + 2 dividers drawn between t1 and t2 and the dividers bordering t1 and t2.
Symmetrically, R is the random variable for days after t2 until we reach a divider with smaller

10
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1 2 3 4 5 6

0.40 0.61 0.55 0.33 0.48

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

5 6

32

𝐿 additional 
dividers on left

𝒕𝟏 𝒕𝟐

0.62 0.91 0.18 0.31 0.49 0.07 0.76 0.19 0.60 0.950.71 0.56 0.64 0.72 0.89

𝑅 additional 
dividers on right

𝑡! − 𝑡" + 2 necessary dividers

0.01

Window 𝑊

𝑎) 𝑏)

Figure 1: In Fig. a), dividers are drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1] and shown in blue above
the figure. This example contains 5 dividers since T = 6. [2, 4] is a window in the tree
because 0.40, 0.33 < 0.61, 0.55. [2, 5] is not a window in the tree because 0.48 ̸< 0.33.
In Fig. b), W is the smallest window containing [t1, t2]. The random variables L and R
capture the number of additional days added to [t1, t2] to satisfy the property in a). The
dividers bordering W must have smaller value than all dividers in W . The dividers in L
and R have larger values than the dividers bordering [t1, t2] and the dividers contained
within [t1, t2]; otherwise, W would not be the smallest window containing [t1, t2].

rank. This is illustrated in Figure 1. L and R must each contain dividers with ranks larger than the
dividers between t1 and t2; otherwise, W would not be the smallest window strictly containing t1,
t2, and all days in between.

First, we analyze E[L]. Let Z = min{rd : d ∈ [t1 − 1, t2 + 1]} be the minimum rank of the
dividers between t1 to t2 and including the ones bordering t1 and t2. We can compute E[L] by
conditioning on different values of Z. Let pZ(·) be the p.d.f. of Z.

E[L] =

∫ 1

z=0
E[L|Z = z] · pZ(z)dz ≤ 1 +

∫ 1

z=1/T

1

z
· pZ(z)dz

Now, we can find the p.d.f. of Z via its c.d.f. Let FZ(·) be the c.d.f. of Z.

FZ(z) = P[Z < z] = 1− (1− z)t2−t1+2

pZ(z) =
d

dz
(FZ(z)) = (t2 − t1 + 2)(1− z)t2−t1+1.

This allows us to conclude the following since
∫ 1
z=1/T

1
zdz = ln(T ):

E[L] ≤ 1 +

∫ 1

z=1/T

(t2 − t1 + 2)(1− z)t2−t1+1

z
dz ≤ 1 + (t2 − t1 + 2) ln(T ).

Symmetrically, by the same argument, E[R] ≤ 1 + ln(T ) as well. So by linearity of expectation,
we have E[W ] = (t2 − t1 + 1) +E[L] +E[R] = O(|t2 − t1| · log(T )).

11
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This lemma is morally similar to a randomized tree-embedding scheme, in the vein of Fakcharoen-
phol et al. (2004). We discuss this connection in Appendix C.5. Now, we are ready to bound the
work of the RETRIGGER operation. The work is defined in terms of a c-divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm as defined in Definition 3.

Lemma 8 (Expected Work of RETRIGGER Operation) Provided a c-divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm (Definition 3), the expected work of RETRIGGER(t1, t2) is bounded by

Õ
(
|t2 − t1| · T c−1

)
for c > 1, and Õ (|t2 − t1|) for c ≤ 1.

The proof follows from using Lemma 7 to bound the width of the subtree that is retriggered, and
then applying a standard divide-and-conquer argument to bound the total work. The formal proof is
deferred to Appendix C.2.

Lemma 9 (Expected Work Over All Calls to RETRIGGER) The expected work done by Algo-
rithm 2.1 over all calls to RETRIGGER is

Õ(|p− r|1 · T c−1) when c ≥ 1, and Õ(|p− r|1) when c < 1.

The proof follows from observing that the total work triggered by one event can be bounded by
a guess-and-double sequence that blows up the work by at most a constant factor. Then the work
can be aggregated over all calls to RETRIGGER by linearity of expectation. The formal proof is
given in Appendix C.2.
2.5. Putting Everything Together: the Final Theorem
We observe that the guarantees from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 9, and therefore Lemma 13 as well,
require the algorithm to have access to the size of the time horizon T . We show how to set this via
a guess-and-double procedure assuming we receive sets of updates P1, P2, . . . , PT of successively
larger sizes where Pi ⊆ Pi+1 and |Pi+1| = 2 · |Pi|. Together, this gives us Algorithm C.3 (which
composes Algorithm 2.1 and Algorithm C.2 and is given in Appendix C.4) and our final theorem
Theorem 2.1. The proof follows from the previous lemmas, a standard guess-and-double argument,
and a standard boosting argument (described in Appendix C.3), and is given in Appendix C.4.

Theorem 2.1 (Offline Divide-and-Conquer to Fully Dynamic with Predictions Reduction) Given
a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm A that computes the solution to a problem P , sets of predictions
P1, P2, . . . , Plog2(T ), and online sequence of events U = [E1, . . . , Et], an improved Algorithm 2.1
correctly outputs the solution to f(Ut) after each t ∈ [T ] and uses total work, with high probability,

Õ
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− u||1)

)
when c > 1, and Õ (T + ||p− u||1) when c ≤ 1.

Furthermore, our algorithm never performs worse than the best-known fully dynamic algorithm
for problem P . Here, p is our predicted sequence of days and u is the real sequence.

Finally, we observe that this framework gives a stronger result in the update/query model, when
we reduce to an algorithm that has worst-case query time. That is, an algorithm that handles updates
without information about queries, can continue to do so in this model. This is in contrast to some
offline divide-and-conquer algorithms that use information about what elements will be queried to
make decisions. The proof is given in Appendix C.4.
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Predicted:

Realized:

Error

Root

Recompute 
Sparsifiers

Figure 2: The black rectangles represent the windows of the random partition tree. The red rectan-
gle denotes the part of the partition tree data structure that must be recomputed due to the
difference between the predicted and realized updates.

Corollary 10 (Bound for Update/Query problems) Given a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm A
for f(·) with worst-case query time query(A), we can construct an algorithm, such that with high
probability with respect to T , that has total work

Õ
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− d||1)

)
when c > 1, and Õ (T + ||p− d||1) when c ≤ 1,

and the worst-case query time is always bounded by query(A). Furthermore, our algorithm never
performs worse than the best-known fully dynamic algorithm for problem P .

2.6. Example Application of Framework for 3-Edge Connectivity
The best-known algorithm for 3-edge connectivity in the fully dynamic setting achieves no(1) time
per update while, with our framework, we can obtain Õ(1) time per update. We describe the al-
gorithm that our framework provides for 3-edge connectivity in our framework, as an example, to
motivate that this algorithm is indeed simple and implementable.

Assume for simplicity that the time horizon T is known. Initialize a partition tree over T days
as follows. The root node is associated with the full sequence of T days. Choose a day t uniformly
at random between 1 and T − 1. Associate the left child of the root with the sequence [1, t − 1]
and the right child with [t, T − 1]. Continue to recursively split the sequences to create the rest of
the nodes in the tree, until the leaves, which are associated with singleton days, are reached. We
will think of each node in this partition tree as a recursive subproblem in our divide-and-conquer
algorithm. We call the updates associated with each node “windows”. See Figure 2.

We begin by solving the offline dynamic problem that we get by assuming that the predicted
events will be perfectly correct. To do this, we start at the root of the partition-tree and move down.
In each window, we maintain a sparsifier where the sparsifier has size equal to the number of non-
permanent updates/queries within the window. A sparsifier is a sparser graph consisting of subsets
of edges/vertices of the original graph. The sparsifier in each window contracts as many of the
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permanent edges as possible into cactus graphs (graphs of edge-disjoint cycles). Our framework
directly uses the procedure given by Peng et al. (2017) to produce the cactus graph sparsifier in each
window. For more information about the cactus, we refer the reader to their paper.

After we have finished the preprocessing step, i.e. solving the offline version of the problem, we
move to the online phase of the algorithm. On each day t, an edge insertion or deletion is revealed
to us. Say for example, edge e is inserted. If e is not predicted to occur on day t, add e’s insertion
to the list of events scheduled for t, and delete e’s insertion from the schedule for the day it was
(incorrectly) predicted. There may be other events that we scheduled for day t, that we now know
do not happen on day t. We reschedule these events to future days using a doubling trick (the first
time an event is rescheduled, we move it up by one day, then two days, then 4 days, etc.).

Now that the schedule has been updated, we correct the partition tree. Let T be the set of all
days that had at least one scheduled event that changed in this update. Find the smallest window
w in the tree that contains all of the days in T . Using the 3-edge connectivity sparsifier that is
stored at this node, we recompute the cactus sparsifiers for all of the descendants of w, using the
newly updated schedule of events. Finally, we output the solution that is associated with the leaf
containing day t.
2.7. Extensions to Incremental and Decremental Settings
This same framework also allows us to lift incremental and decremental algorithms to the fully dy-
namic setting, given predictions of only deletion times for the incremental setting, and only insertion
times for the decremental setting. Algorithms and proofs are given in Appendix D and Appendix E.
Concurrent works also provide results for incremental to fully dynamic reductions and we give an
in-depth comparison in Appendix D.1.

Corollary 11 (Incremental to Fully-Dynamic Transformation) Given an incremental algorithm,
A, with expected worst-case update time update(A), we can construct an algorithm in the predicted-
deletion model (Definition 15) such that the total work done by the algorithm is

Õ (update(A) · (T + ||p− d||1))

with high probability, where ||p− d||1 is the ℓ1 error of the deletion-time predictions.

Corollary 12 (Decremental to Fully Dynamic Transformation) Consider a decremental algo-
rithm, A, which takes time initializeA(T ) to initialize a state containing up to T elements and has
worst-case update time update(A). Given such an algorithm, we can construct an algorithm for
the predicted-insertion model (Definition 21) that does total work

Õ (initializeA(T ) ·K + update(A) · (T + ||p− i||1 + TK)) ,

with high probability, where ||p − i||1 is the ℓ1 error of the insertion-time predictions of predicted
elements, and K is the number of elements that were never predicted but are inserted.
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Appendix B. Technical Overview
First, we define and motivate the predicted-updates dynamic model. Then, we introduce and provide
a technical overview of our framework to design algorithms for this model. Finally, we describe
specific problems for which our framework is able to outperform state-of-the-art fully dynamic
algorithms.
B.1. The Predicted-Updates Dynamic Model
We introduce the predicted-updates dynamic model, which is a general model for algorithms with
predictions in the dynamic setting that applies to a wide range of problems in the traditional offline,
incremental, and decremental dynamic settings. In this paper, we refer to days to indicate an order-
ing to the update operations. The updates can easily be presented as an ordered sequence instead
of being tied to days. However, we find that speaking in terms of days is a useful abstraction for
describing our results. Throughout, we use time and timestamp interchangeably with day. We de-
fine an event to be an update of a certain type on an element e ∈ S where S is the ground set of all
possible elements in the dataset. We differentiate between real and predicted events to be updates
that actually occur on a day versus an update that is predicted to occur on a day.

Definition 1 (Predicted-Updates Dynamic Model) In the predicted-updates dynamic model, we
consider a ground set S of size |S|. We are given updates for three different types of algorithms:

1. Offline Dynamic Algorithms: We are given a predicted sequence of dynamic updates P con-
sisting of tuples (e, type, day, i) where e ∈ S is the element that the event is performed
on, type is the type of event, day is the predicted day of the event,6 and i (initially set to
0) is a counter for the number of times the prediction for this event is updated (i is a pa-
rameter that is used in our algorithms). The predictions can be given to us, online, in sets
P1, P2, . . . , Plog2(T ) where Pi ⊆ Pi+1 and |Pi+1| = 2 · |Pi| as we see more real events. 7

More than one event can be predicted for a day, but only one real event occurs each day.

2. Incremental Partially Dynamic Algorithms: On each day exactly one of the following occurs:

(a) An element e ∈ S is inserted (a real insertion), and reports a prediction, (e, ‘delete′, day, i),
of the day on which it will be deleted (a predicted deletion).

(b) A previously inserted element is deleted (a real deletion).

3. Decremental Partially Dynamic Algorithms: From the outset, the algorithm is given a set P
of all the elements that are predicted to ever appear in the system, and predictions for when
each of the elements in P will be inserted. Then, on each day, one of the following occurs:

(a) An element e, either in P or not, is inserted,

(b) A previously inserted element is deleted, and provides a prediction of when it will be
reinserted (if ever).

6. A day is our chosen unit of time for describing updates. One can, of course, use another unit of time as long as real
events occur on unique timestamps.

7. In other words, as we see more real events, we receive more predictions. The only requirement on the sets
P1, . . . , Plog2(T ) is that the predicted days for new events cannot be earlier than the day each set of predictions
is given. In particular, it is possible that multiple events are predicted for the same day.
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As in Item 1 (with the same restrictions), the original insertion predictions can also be given
to us in sets P1, P2, . . . , Plog2(T ), online, as we see more real deletions.

An algorithm computes a function f(·), which is a solution to a problem P , in the predicted-
updates dynamic model, if on every day t ∈ [T ], the algorithm outputs f(S), where S ⊆ S is the
subset of elements (from the universe S of elements) induced by the true (not predicted) sequence of
element insertions and deletions that occurred on all days t′ ≤ t.

Note that an algorithm in this model must compute each day’s output correctly. The runtime of
the algorithm, however, may depend on the prediction error. While there is significant recent work
surrounding algorithms with predictions, this, along with concurrent, independent works van den
Brand et al. (2023); Henzinger et al. (2023), to the best of our knowledge, are the first to study
the dynamic model.8 We motivate the predicted-updates dynamic model by examining some key
features.

Modularity. In many settings of the algorithms-with-predictions domain, the requested predic-
tions are problem-specific. This is necessary for some problems, where the purpose of the predic-
tion is to provide a partial solution. However, this requires algorithm designers to provide a custom
prediction model, error metric, and algorithm tailored to each new problem. In our model, our re-
quested predictions of element update times are not problem-specific, and are instead applicable to
any dynamic problem. Hence, techniques can translate across wide classes of problems, as demon-
strated by our framework. We also emphasize that our model makes no distributional assumptions
about the input. Rather, our guarantees are in the form of worst-case analysis with respect to a new
parameter.

Practical and efficient machine learning. A main motivation of algorithms-with-predictions is
to take advantage of the predictive power of machine learning models. Our model and framework
allows us to train a model once e.g., to predict insertion/deletion times of edges in a graph (as a
vector of values), and use it many times for a wide range of problems e.g., a collection of dynamic
graph problems. Additionally, our framework can handle predictions that are ill-formed, i.e. not
feasible update sequences, so we do not have to take into account possibly complicated feasibility
requirements in this induced learning problem. These properties allow us to avoid the costly process
of designing and training models that predict problem-specific parameters for each new problem.
Additionally, since our requested predictions do not depend on the solutions to a specific problem
f(·), we do not need to compute f(·) on the dynamic graphs we encounter in the training stage.
This could be a very large saving, as computing f(·) on each training instance, in many cases, takes
time superlinear in the size of the instance. Finally, we note that a rapidly growing area of empirical
research shows that it is possible to use machine learning to generate high-quality predictions of
edge insertions and deletions in graphs Kumar et al. (2019); Nguyen et al. (2018); Poursafaei et al.
(2022); Quach et al. (2021); Rossi et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2021); Zhang and Chen (2018).

Interpolation. This model provides a beyond-worst-case paradigm for dynamic algorithms that
interpolates between the offline and partially dynamic settings (with zero prediction error) and fully
dynamic setting (with large prediction error). Beyond-worst-case models can give us insight into
what bottlenecks are inherent to a problem and model, and inspire new algorithmic techniques that

8. Specifically, dynamic problems that compute functions over a subset S of some ground set S, where S is subject to
insertions and deletions. See e.g. this recent survey Hanauer et al. (2022) for examples of such algorithms.
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could transfer between models (see Roughgarden (2021) for an in-depth discussion). We hope that
studying the predicted-updates dynamic model can provide insights that inspire better fully dynamic
algorithms and lower bounds.
B.2. Framework for Predicted-Updates Dynamic Algorithms
In conjunction with our model, we design an algorithmic framework that “lifts” offline, incremental,
and decremental algorithms to the predicted-updates, fully dynamic setting. In the technical section
of our paper, we use the term work to denote runtime.

Theorem 1.1 (Predicted-Updates Dynamic Model Framework (Informal))
Given a balanced, offline divide-and-conquer algorithm, A (defined in Definition 3), which

performs Õ(|W |c) work per subproblem W of size |W |, we can construct an algorithm in the
predicted-updates model that, over T real events, does total work,

Õ(T + ||error||1), when c ≤ 1, and Õ((T + ||error||1) · T c−1), when c > 1,

in expectation and with high probability, where ||error||1 is the sum over all elements of the absolute
difference between the predicted deletion day and the actual deletion day.

Given an incremental or decremental algorithm, A, with worst-case update time update(A),
we can construct an algorithm in the predicted-updates model that, over T real events, does total
work, in expectation and with high probability,

Õ ((T + ||error||1) · update(A)) .

Furthermore, given a fully-dynamic algorithm B for the problem, that does at most RB(T ) total
work by day T , we can get an algorithm that, over T updates, does total work

Õ (min {(T + ||error||1) · update(A), RB(T )}) ,

in expectation and with high probability (where update(A) depends on c, see above, in the offline
case). 9

Surprisingly, we are able to achieve all three desiderata of algorithms-with-predictions: con-
sistency, competitiveness, and robustness, simultaneously. Note also that this guarantee holds in
hindsight. That is, the algorithm does not require an estimate of the magnitude of ||error||1 to
achieve this goal. Additionally, the potential to include a backstop means that, asymptotically, one
can design algorithms that can take advantage of predictions for free, without losing the assurance
of a worst-case guarantee. We believe that this framework is practically implementable, and does
not rely on any algorithmic “heavy machinery.” This is particularly attractive, as the intention of the
model is to provide algorithms that perform well in practice. Furthermore, it is often the case that
offline, incremental, and decremental algorithms are simpler than their fully dynamic counterparts,
allowing us to utilize these algorithms in real-world settings.

9. We use Õ(·) to hide polylogarithmic factors in |S| (the universe of elements) and T (total number of real events).
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The ℓ1 Error Metric The results of Theorem 1.1 give runtime bounds that depend on the ℓ1
norm of the prediction error. We use this as a shorthand to denote the sum of absolute differences
between the predicted time and realized time of each event. One way to interpret this, is that if u
is a vector indexed by possible events that contains the true update times of each event, and p is
another vector indexed by possible events that contains the predicted update times of each event, the
ℓ1 error of the prediction is ||u − p||1. If an event occurs but is never predicted, or vice versa, that
event contributes T to the ℓ1 error. Also, for events that occur multiple times, it suffices to consider
the closest matching of duplicated events.

The ℓ1 error metric is a natural one that has been well-studied in applications to warm-starts
Dinitz et al. (2021); Davies et al. (2023). To contextualize the bound, consider predictions that,
on average, are within poly(log(T )) factor of days of the true event times. Then, the ℓ1 error
will be near-linear in T , and asymptotically, we achieve the runtime of the offline algorithm (up to
poly(log(T )) factors). On the other hand, the ℓ1 error of any prediction is O(T 2). So in the worst
case, the algorithm will take runtime equivalent to solving T independent offline instances (which
can be improved by providing the algorithm a worst-case backstop).

Another related error metric that we could have considered is bounding the runtime by a factor
of T · ||u− p||∞, where ||u− p||∞ is the largest absolute error over all predictions. This bound is
always at least the ℓ1 error and is sometimes comparable in magnitude. In general, however, it is a
significantly weaker bound. As an example, the ℓ1 error can be (near-)linear in T even when there
are a polylogarithmic number of events, which occur, that were never predicted. In this same case,
T · ||u − p||∞ would be Ω(T 2), giving a very different bound. Thus, a main focus of our work is
getting this tighter dependence on ℓ1 error rather than T · ℓ∞.

Random Partition-Tree Framework Our main technical contribution is the random partition-
tree data structure (Definition 2). Our random partition-tree data structure is a tree drawn uniformly-
at-random over the predicted event sequence; such a structure crucially mimicks a divide-and-
conquer data structure. We show that such a simple data structure allows us to confine the effects
of prediction errors “locally.” Specifically, we present a way to fix the divide-and-conquer data
structure on the fly, as prediction errors become apparent. We fix the structure by recomputing
nodes (representing recursive subproblems in the divide-and-conquer) in the partition-tree and their
descendants. Splitting the recursive subproblems randomly guarantees that the expected amount of
recomputation that is triggered by prediction errors is Õ(|t′ − t|), where t′ is the predicted time
and t is the real time of the event. Hence, we perform as much work per element as the prediction
error, |t′− t|, associated with that element. This, fundamentally, allows our total ℓ1 prediction error
to be as large as the number of real updates, Õ(T ), while maintaining work matching that of the
corresponding offline, incremental, or decremental algorithm. Our result also makes an interest-
ing connection to metric tree-embeddings where our metric of interest is time. We describe this
connection in more detail in Appendix C.5.

Other Technical Contributions of the Framework In addition to our main contribution, we also
solve a variety of other technical challenges listed below.

• (Early deletion problem): an element’s true deletion time is earlier than its predicted deletion
time. That is, we arrive at day t to see that element e is deleted, but we expected e to be active
until some later day t′ > t. This means that some subproblems in our divide-and-conquer
recursion tree were based on an incorrect list of events, and are therefore not correct. These
subproblems and their descendants need to be recomputed. Our random partition-tree, as
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described above, allows us to perform the computation in work linearly proportional to the
prediction error, with small overhead.

• (Late update problem): an element’s true update time is later than its predicted update time.
That is, we reach a day t when we expect to see an update to element e, but element e is not
updated on that day (i.e. there is no real event on element e).

We address this by reinserting e as a prediction for a later time. We do this via a “guess-and-
double” procedure. That is, the first time e is reinserted, we reinsert it for 1 day in the future,
then 2 days in the future, then 4 days, etc. Then, we can again fix the data structure to account
for this rescheduling using the random partition-tree, like the early deletion problem.

• (Overscheduling problem): the predicted event times in P could schedule arbitrarily many
events for one day t ∈ [T ]. This breaks our divide-and-conquer framework, which distributes
work based on the crucial assumption that a small number of events happens per day. This
problem is exacerbated by the repeated rescheduling we do to address the early deletion prob-
lem.

We show how to reassign the scheduled element deletions, in a preprocessing step, so that
not too many are scheduled for one day. We do this by framing our scheduling problem as an
instance of online metric matching for the line metric (representing time), and using a known
competitive algorithm of Gupta and Lewi (2012). Finally, we account for the rescheduling by
assigning a batch of O(log T ) events to each day, and accounting for these in our total work.

• (Boosting and backstopping for competitiveness): our work bounds are proven in expectation
and our framework may perform worse than state-of-the-art without backstopping. We show
how to boost our expected work bounds to work bounds with high probability by running
O(log(T )) independent instances of our algorithm. Furthermore, we show how to “backstop”
the algorithm by observing that we can compose two dynamic algorithms A and B to get one
algorithm that, asymptotically, achieves the minimum amortized runtime of both A and B.
We compose our framework with a traditional fully dynamic algorithm using our backstop
procedure to get a composite algorithm that has runtime comparable to the state-of-the-art.

• (Handling unknown T ): T is often unknown in real-life sequences. We give another “guess-
and-double” procedure in Algorithm C.3 that allows us to handle unknown T , with high
probability, by guessing an upper bound on T in successive powers of 2.

The only use of randomness in our framework is for preprocessing our inputs and for con-
structing our random partition-tree. Implications of using randomness, and potential avenues to
derandomize the framework are discussed in Appendix C.6.

Reducing Incremental to Divide-and-Conquer Using an incremental algorithm, we show that
our framework can be used to design algorithms for a stronger setting, in which elements are inserted
fully arbitrarily, and our algorithm only receives predictions about deletion times. That is, when an
element is inserted, it is tagged with a predicted deletion time. Utilizing our offline framework, we
begin by using the incremental algorithm to design an offline dynamic algorithm for this problem.
Our previous theorem shows that we can lift such an algorithm to the setting where we are given
predictions for both insertion and deletion events. We then make two main observations that allow
us to drop the need for predictions of insertion events.
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• In our original offline to fully-dynamic reduction, we prepare a tentative schedule of events
during preprocessing. This is no longer possible, because we do not have access to any
predicted information before the algorithm starts. However, we achieved this using an online
algorithm. Thus, we can use the online algorithm to create the schedule, as we learn about
new events.

• In our original offline to fully-dynamic reduction, we run a tentative version of the divide-
and-conquer algorithm during preprocessing. This is no longer possible, again because we
do not have access to the predicted events. We observe that, because of the specific structure
of the offline algorithms that arise from incremental algorithms, we can run the computations
associated with the nodes of the divide-and-conquer tree using a just-in-time approach.

This extension of our framework is described in detail in Appendix D.

Reducing Decremental to Divide-and-Conquer We also apply our framework to lifting decre-
mental algorithms to the fully-dynamic setting, given predictions of insertion events. We do this
via a simple reduction to the incremental case. In particular, we reinterpret a decremental algorithm
over elements as an incremental algorithm over “anti-elements.” Then, we are able to directly apply
the previous result. This is described in detail in Appendix E.

Appendix C. Missing Proofs and Additional Discussion from Section 2: Offline
Divide-and-Conquer to Fully Dynamic Transformation

C.1. Preprocessing Proofs
In this section, we provide the proofs for preprocessing that we omitted in the main body of our
paper. We first recall Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.1 (Initial Scheduling Quality and Runtime) Let p be the vector of predictions, map-
ping each event to a day in [T ]. Let r be the (unknown to the algorithm) true vector of real events,
mapping each event to the day in [T ] that it actually occurs.

Given p, we can compute in time O(T log∗(T )) an assignment vector a0 such that a0 assigns
at most one insertion event and at most one deletion event to each day, assigns all insertions events
before deletion events, and has error

E [||a0 − r||1] = O (||p− r||1 · log(T )) .

Proof We iterate through the events in P in arbitrary order; the reason is that the online metric
matching algorithm can handle requests that occur in any order. At each predicted event, we match
it to an available day assignment, where only one event can be scheduled on each day. Then, this
problem becomes an instance of online metric matching, where the predicted events are requests,
and there is one available server at each day. In particular, our problem instances are over the line
metric.

We implement the harmonic algorithm for online metric matching on line metrics, due to Gupta
and Lewi Gupta and Lewi (2012). In this algorithm, a request is matched to either its closest open
server on the left, or the closest open server on the right. Let dleft be the distance from the request
to the closest open server to the left, and dright be the distance from the request to the closest open
server on the right. Then the request is assigned to the left server with probability 1/dleft

1/dleft+1/dright
, and

to the right server otherwise.
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We note that this algorithm can be implemented in amortized O(log∗(T )) time per update, as
shown in Algorithm C.1. We maintain a union-find data structure that keeps track of contiguous
blocks of assigned servers where initially each t ∈ [T ] is assigned to a different disjoint set. For
each block, we maintain metadata with the first open server to the left and the first open server to
the right. Then, when a new request arrives, finding the closest open servers can be done by looking
up the request’s representative element in the union-find data structure. One request is assigned per
arrival, so at most three sets must be merged for each arrival. Since union-find can be implemented
with amortized O (log∗(T )) update time, and we use a constant number of calls to union-find (with
constant additional work), we can implement this algorithm with amortized O (log∗(T )) update
time.

Now we argue that it meets our correctness guarantees. The harmonic algorithm is O(log(T ))
competitive, for T requests. Let r be the vector of the real update days of each event, p be the
predicted update times of each event, and a0 be the assigned update days of each event. We have

||a0 − r||1 ≤ ||a0 − p||1 + ||p− r||1
≤ O(log(T )) · ||c− p||1 + ||p− r||1,

where c is the feasible assignment with the lowest ℓ1 distance to p, in hindsight. Since we know
that r is also a feasible assignment, we have that

||c− p||1 ≤ ||p− r||1

Thus,

||a0 − r||1 ≤ O(log(T )) · ||p− r||1.

Finally, to resolve the ordering constraints among events on the same element e, we iterate
through all of our assigned days and maintain a set of all elements for which we have seen a deletion
event but not an insertion event. Suppose that for element e we see an insertion event on day te,i
after its deletion event on day te,d, we reassign the day for the deletion event to te,i. If there are
multiple deletion events that occur before an insertion event, we reassign each deletion event to the
next available insertion event and to T + 1 otherwise. Since we are guaranteed at most one event
per day before our reassignment of events and our assignment procedure ensures that we reassign
at most one deletion event for each element e to its corresponding insertion event, the maximum
number of events assigned to each day t ∈ [T ] is two and there is at most one insertion event and
one deletion event assigned to t. We produce a new vector a′0 after this final processing.

We now prove that our new a′0 also satisfies our error bounds. We show the following inequal-
ity since all insertion events are assigned the same days as a0 and only deletions are potentially
reassigned:

||a′0 − r||1 ≤ ||a0 − r||1 + ||a′0,del − rdel||1,

where a′0,del and rdel are the assigned and real days, respectively, of the deletion events. We
now show that ||a′0,del − rdel||1 ≤ ||a0 − r||1 through several cases. Let t̂i,e,1 < t̂i,e,2 < · · · be
the insertion times for element e in a0, t̂d,e,1 < t̂d,e,2 < · · · be the deletion times for element e in
a0, ti,e,1 < ti,e,2 < · · · be the insertion times for element e in r, and td,e,1 < td,e,2 < · · · be the
deletion times for element e in r. We assign ti,e,j = T + 1 for any updates where we have a greater
number of predicted events than real events. Then, we show, for any j:
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1. If t̂i,e,j < ti,e,j < td,e,j or ti,e,j < t̂i,e,j < td,e,j, then |td,e,j − t̂i,e,j | < |t̂d,e,j − td,e,j |.

2. Otherwise, if ti,e,j < td,e,j < t̂i,e,j, then |td,e,j − t̂i,e,j | < 2 · |t̂i,e,j − ti,e,j |.

Hence, via the casework above, we show that

||a′0 − r||1 ≤ 2 · ||a0,ins − rins||1 + ||a0,del − rdel||1 ≤ 2 · ||a0 − r||1,

where a0,ins and rins are the assigned and real days, respectively, of the insertion events. This
proof can be extended beyond insertions and deletions to any constant number of ordering con-
straints of events on elements. Such a reassignment to produce a′0 requires O(T ) additional work.

Lemma 5 (Partition-Tree has O(log(T )) Depth) The depth of a random partition-tree drawn
over T days is O(log(T )) in expectation. Furthermore, for any constant k ≥ 36, the depth is

≤ k ln(T ) with probability ≥ 1− T− k
24 .

Proof Consider an arbitrary day t ∈ [T ] which is a leaf in the partition-tree as defined in Definition 2.
We analyze the depth of the leaf containing t in the partition-tree for every t ∈ [T ]. Consider the
path from the root of the partition-tree to this leaf, that is the path of all windows containing t.

Consider some non-leaf window W of size S that contains t; the size of window W is a random
variable with value S conditioned on a set of events. We know that with probability at least 1

2 , the
random partition of W results in both children of W having size at most 3S

4 . We call this the “good
event.” (Consider the center ⌊S2 ⌋ elements of W . There are strictly more dividers that border one
of these center elements than there are dividers that do not border these elements. If any of these
dividers is chosen, the smaller child has size at least S

4 , thus both children have size at most 3S
4 .)

Good events can occur at most log 4
3
(T ) = ln(T )

ln 4
3

< 4 ln(T ) times over the windows on the

root-to-leaf path to t before there is one element left and the path ends.
Now we bound the probability that t’s path in the partition-tree has length more than k ln(T ),

for some constant k ≥ 36. For this to occur, it is necessary that in the partitioning for the first
k ln(T ) windows on t’s path, the good event occurred fewer than 4 ln(T ) times.

We can bound the probability that good events occur fewer than 4 ln(T ) times with the Chernoff-
Hoeffding inequality. Furthermore, for this analysis, we assume that the number of windows along
t’s path is at least k ln(T ); otherwise, we have our desired property. Let

X = X1 + · · ·+Xk ln(T ),

where Xj is the indicator random variable that the good event occurred at the jth window of i’s
path. We have E[Xj ] ≥ 1

2 and E[X] ≥ k ln(T )
2 . Furthermore, each good event is independent of
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Algorithm C.1: Fast Randomized Online Matching
Input: Predicted sequence of updates P .
Output: Sequence of updates P with at most two events on each day.

30 Initialize a union-find data structure over T = max
(
|P |,max(e,type,t,i)∈P (t)

)
elements with proce-

dures FIND and UNION. All t ∈ [T ] are in disjoint sets.
for t ∈ T do

31 leftt := t− 1 if t > 1, null else.
rightt := t+ 1 if t < T , null else.
assignedt := false

32 for event E = (e, t) ∈ P do
33 t′ := FIND(t)

dleft := t− leftt′
dright := rightt′ − t

goleft := true with probability 1/dleft
1/dleft+1/dright

, false else.

if goleft then
34 assignedleftt′ := true

if assigned(leftt′−1) then
35 UNION(leftt′ − 1, leftt′)

UNION(leftt′ , t)
t′′ := FIND(t)
leftt′′ := left(leftt′−1)

rightt′′ := rightt′

36 else
37 UNION(leftt′ , t)

t′′ := FIND(t)
leftt′′ := leftt′ − 1
rightt′′ := rightt′

38 else
39 if assigned(rightt′+1) then
40 UNION(rightt′ + 1, rightt′)

UNION(rightt′ , t)
t′′ := FIND(t)
leftt′′ := leftt′
rightt′′ := right(rightt′+1)

41 else
42 UNION(rightt′ , t)

t′′ := FIND(t)
leftt′′ := leftt′
rightt′′ := rightt′ + 1
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previous good events. Thus,

Pr [X ≤ E[X]− t] ≤ e
− t2

3E[X]

Pr [X ≤ 4 ln(T )] = Pr
[
X ≤ E[X]− (

k

2
− 4) ln(T )

]

≤ e
− (( k2−4) ln(T ))2

3k ln(T )
2

= e−( k
6
− 8

3
+ 32

3k
) ln(T )

≤ e−
k
12

lnT for k ≥ 28

= T− k
12 .

This shows that any fixed day t has depth at most k lnT in the random partition-tree, with probability
at least 1− T− k

12 .
Now, we can take a union bound over the T days, and say that all T days have depth at most

k lnT in the random partition-tree with probability

≥ 1− T · T− k
12 = 1− T− k

12
+1 ≥ 1− T− k

24 .

To bound the expected depth of the tree, we can multiply the probability of the depth being
low by the depth, and, otherwise, multiply the maximum possible depth of T by the remaining
probability. Using the above bound for k = 96, we get

E[depth] ≤ 96 lnT · (1− T−4) + T · T−4 = O(log(T )).

Lemma 6 (Work to Maintain Schedule) Algorithm 2.1 performs at most O(T log T ) reschedules
to the predictions of updates and maintains the predicted schedule of events over the course of the
online dynamic updates.

Proof Lemma 2.1 guarantees that at the end of preprocessing, we have at most two events scheduled
per day. Call this assignment of events a0. Over the course of the algorithm, events are rescheduled
via a doubling search procedure using PROCESSEVENTLATERTHANPREDICTION. For an event e,
call this sequence of reschedulings a1(e),a2(e), . . ., where ai(e) = a0(e) + 2i, if it exists. Thus
the set of existent ai(e), for event e, is some subset of the events in a0, shifted by exactly 2i. Thus,
each ai contributes at most a constant number of scheduled events on each day.

Now, we note that since there are only T possible days, an event can only be rescheduled
O(log T ) times. Thus, ai(e) only exist for i ∈ [k · log T )] for some constant k ≥ 1. Together, this
results in at most O(log T ) events (re)scheduled for any given day. There are T days, resulting in
O(T log T ) reschedules.

Now, consider the work done by our algorithm to maintain the schedule on a given day t. The
algorithm must potentially reschedule the prediction of one real event for day t using PROCESSEV-
ENTEARLIERTHANPREDICTION, and reschedule (via the guess and double procedure in PROCES-
SEVENTLATERTHANPREDICTION) the predicted events that were scheduled for day t but did not
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occur. Rescheduling a predicted event using PROCESSEVENTEARLIERTHANPREDICTION is done
once per real event; since there are T real events, this procedure requires O(T ) reschedules. By our
previous accounting, there are at most O(T log T ) events that are rescheduled by PROCESSEVENT-
LATERTHANPREDICTION. Hence, our algorithm does O(T log T ) reschedules in total.

C.2. Work of RETRIGGER

Lemma 8 (Expected Work of RETRIGGER Operation) Provided a c-divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm (Definition 3), the expected work of RETRIGGER(t1, t2) is bounded by

Õ
(
|t2 − t1| · T c−1

)
for c > 1, and Õ (|t2 − t1|) for c ≤ 1.

Proof Consider a call to RETRIGGER(t1, t2). We first show the following observation that our
algorithm given in Algorithm 2.1 assigns at most O(log(T )) (real or predicted) events to each
day. First, by Lemma 2.1, after preprocessing, we assign at most two predicted events to each
day. Then, predicted events become reassigned by either PROCESSEVENTEARLIERTHANPREDIC-
TION or PROCESSEVENTLATERTHANPREDICTION. An event gets processed by PROCESSEVEN-
TEARLIERTHANPREDICTION when a real event happens on a day earlier than the prediction. By
the guarantee that at most one real event occur on any day, at most one predicted event can be
moved to a day t ∈ [T ] by PROCESSEVENTEARLIERTHANPREDICTION. Then, PROCESSEVENT-
LATERTHANPREDICTION reassigns a predicted event to a later day when an event occurs later than
predicted. By our procedure for reassigning such events, we keep track of a counter i for each
predicted event, denoting the number of times it has been reassigned. Because a′0 contains at most
2 events per day and PROCESSEVENTLATERTHANPREDICTION reassigns events in increments of
powers of 2, each day t ∈ [T ] gets assigned at most two events at a distance of 2i away for all
i ∈ [log(T )]. Hence, the number of events assigned to any day is O(log(T )). We call this set of
events, on day t, a batch of events and denote it as Bt.

First, we fix the size of the smallest window containing [t1, t2] and let S = |Wt1,t2 |. Now, we
consider the work done in any one level ℓ of the subtree rooted at Wt1,t2 . Let the windows in level
ℓ of the subtree have sizes S1, . . . , Sk. If c > 1, the work done at this level can be bounded by

k∑
i=1

Sc
i ≤

k∑
i=1

Si · T c−1 = ST c−1,

since Si ≤ T . If c ≤ 1, the work of the subtree rooted at Wt1,t2 is dominated by the root, and so,
the work done at level ℓ is bounded by

k∑
i=1

Si ≤ S.

By Lemma 5, if we set k = 24(c + 2), we get that the depth of the random partition-tree is
24(c + 2) · O(log(T )) over T days with probability ≥ 1 − T−(c+2) (since c is a fixed constant).10

Conditioning on this event, and accounting for the log(log(T · |S|)) blowup from using persistent
memory, we get that the total work is bounded by

O
(
S · T c−1 log(T ) log(log(T · |S|))

)
when c > 1 (1)

O (S log(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c ≤ 1, (2)

10. We can choose to set k to be an arbitrarily large constant if we want to increase the probability of success.
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where the extra log(T ) comes from multiplying our work per level by O(log(T )) levels.
Each day corresponds to a batch of O(log T ) events, so there are at most |t2 − t1| log T events

between t1 and t2. By Lemma 7, we can bound the expected size of S = |Wt1,t2 | to be E[S] =
O(|t2 − t1| log2(T )). Thus, if we condition on the event that the depth of the partition-tree is
O(log(T )), then the expected work, using Eqs. (1) and (2), denoted by work(Wt1,t2), is given by

E[work(Wt1,t2) | partition-tree has depth O(log T )] = (3){
O(|t2 − t1| · T c−1 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c > 1

O(|t2 − t1| · log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c ≤ 1.
(4)

In the case where the tree is not O(log T ) depth, which happens with probability at most
T−(c+2), we have the trivial bound that the tree can be depth at most T . Thus, the work over
the subtree can be bounded as

E[work(Wt1,t2) | partition-tree does not have depth O(log T )] ={
O(|t2 − t1| · T c log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c > 1

O(|t2 − t1| · T log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c ≤ 1.

We can also trivially bound that |t2 − t1| ≤ T , allowing us to trivially bound the expected work
by

E[work(Wt1,t2) | partition-tree does not have depth O(log T )] = (5){
O(T c+1 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c > 1

O(T 2 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c ≤ 1.
(6)

Using the two cases given in Eqs. (4) and (6) allows us to bound the expected work over this
subtree by

E[work(Wt1,t2)] = E[work(Wt1,t2) | depth O(log T )] ·P[depth O(log T )]

+E[work(Wt1,t2) | not depth O(log T )] ·P[not depth O(log T )]

= (1− T−(c+2)) ·O((|t2 − t1| · log(T )) · T c−1 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|)))
+ T−(c+2) ·O(T c+1 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|)))

= O(|t2 − t1| · T c−1 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c > 1

= (1− T−(c+2)) ·O((|t2 − t1| · log(T )) · log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|)))
+ T−(c+2) ·O(T 2 log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|)))

= O(|t2 − t1| · log3(T ) log(log(T · |S|))) when c ≤ 1.

This proves our desired bounds.
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Lemma 9 (Expected Work Over All Calls to RETRIGGER) The expected work done by Algo-
rithm 2.1 over all calls to RETRIGGER is

Õ(|p− r|1 · T c−1) when c ≥ 1, and Õ(|p− r|1) when c < 1.

Proof First, consider a single event e. Let a0(e) be the day that e is assigned to after the preprocess-
ing step (Lemma 2.1). Let r(e) be the true day on which e occurs.

If r(e) ≤ a0(e), then RETRIGGER(r(e),a0(e)) is called exactly once for e. Otherwise, there is
a sequence of reassignments, following a doubling search procedure, over a1(e), . . . ,ak(e), where
ai+1(e) = 2i + ai(e), ai(e) ≤ r(e) for i < k, and the final ak(e) ≥ r(e). RETRIGGER is called for
each of these reassignments: RETRIGGER(ai(e),ai+1(e)) for i = 0, . . . , k − 1, and finally called
one last time as RETRIGGER(r(e),ak(e)). Thus, by linearity of expectation, the total expected work
done is [

k−1∑
i=0

work(RETRIGGER(ai(e),ai+1(e)))

]
+work(RETRIGGER(r(e),ak(e))). (7)

Assume for simplicity we are in the c > 1 case. (The c ≤ 1 analysis simply doesn’t contain the
T c−1 term.) We use Lemma 8 to bound Equation (7) by[

k−1∑
i=0

O
(
|ai+1(e)− ai(e)| · T c−1 log3(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)]
+O

(
|ak(e)− r(e)| · T c−1 log3(T ) log log(T · |S|))

)
≤

(
k−1∑
i=0

|ai+1(e)− ai(e)|+ |ak(e)− r(e)|

)
·O
(
T c−1 log3(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)
= O

(
|a0(e)− r(e)| · T c−1 log3 T log log(T · |S|)

)
.

The final inequality follows by first observing that

|r(e)− ak(e)| ≤ |r(e)− a0(e)|, (8)

by the nature of the doubling search. This is because ak(e) only exists if ak−1(e) < r(e), and
ak−1(e) =

1
2(a0(e) + ak(e)).

This means that

k−1∑
i=0

|ai+1(e)− ai(e)| = |ak(e)− a0(e)|

≤ |ak(e)− r(e)|+ |r(e)− a0(e)|
≤ 2|a0(e)− r(e)| by (8)

So in total,

k−1∑
i=0

|ai+1(e)− ai(e)|+ |ak(e)− r(e)| ≤ 3|a0(e)− r(e)| = O(|a0(e)− r(e)|).
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This bounds the expected cost of calls to RETRIGGER related to the specific event e. To the
bound the work over all events e, recall we denote the vector of input predictions as p. Then we can
bound the total work by∑

e

O
(
|a0(e)− r(e)| · T c−1 log3(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)
= |a0 − r|1 ·O

(
T c−1 log3(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)
= O

(
|p− r|1 · T c−1 log4(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)
by Lemma 2.1, when c > 1.

Using the same analysis and Lemma 8, we can bound the total work by

O
(
|p− r|1 · log4(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)
), when c < 1.

C.3. Backstops and Boosting to High Probability
In this section we describe how to compose N dynamic algorithms {A1, . . . , AN}, that achieve
amortized guarantees leading to a framework that achieves both competitiveness and our desired
work bound with high probability. Below, we define one computation step as one word operation
in the word-RAM. The reduction is straightforward, and relies heavily on the fact that the goal is
an amortized bound, and not a worst-case update time: we run the algorithms “in parallel,” and
we return the output of the algorithm that terminates first. We show our desired work bounds
in Theorem C.1.

Algorithm C.2: Backstop Meta-Algorithm for N Algorithms
Input: Event sequence E = (e1, e2, . . . )
Output: Sequence of completed computations

43 Initialize algorithms {A1, . . . , AN}
Initialize event buffers for algorithms {A1, . . . , AN}

44 for day t, event et occurs do
// occurs online

45 Add et to event buffers for {A1, . . . , AN}
repeat

46 Iteratively perform one computation step of each algorithm in {A1, . . . , AN}
47 until one algorithm has completed computation for all events in its buffer
48 Output the completed computation

Theorem C.1 (Best-of-All-Worlds Backstop) Fix N algorithms {A1, . . . , AN}, that will see the
same, a priori unknown, input sequence over T days. Define RAi(t) to be the total work that Ai

does over the first t days. We can design a meta-algorithm M (Algorithm C.2), such that

∀t, RM (t) = O (N ·min{RA1(t), . . . , RAN
(t)}) ,

where RM (t) is the total work that M does over the first t days.
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Proof At a high level, our meta-algorithm will update all of the algorithms in synchrony, but it will
perform computations at the rate of the faster algorithm. Thus, the faster algorithm will be up-to-
date with the current timestep and will provide the output computation; each slower algorithm may
have a backlog of computations that it has not yet performed. This is described in Algorithm C.2.

We fix a day t and analyze the work done by the meta-algorithm up through the t-th day. Line 45
does O(t ·N) work over t updates. We can assume that RAi(t) = Ω(t) for all of the algorithms Ai

(where the algorithms perform Ω(1) processing per update), and thus the contribution of O(t · N)
to the work will be dominated by faster growing terms.

Line 46 maintains the invariant that each of the algorithms A1, . . . , AN has been run for the
same number of computation steps. Thus, the first algorithm to complete the computation for all of
events in its buffer after the t-th update will be precisely the algorithm Ai that minimizes RAi(t).
Over the course of all updates up to t, the meta algorithm has run Ai for

RAi(t) = min{RA1(t), . . . , RAN
(t)} steps.

Since it has run each of the N algorithms for the same number of steps, it has done total work

O (N ·min{RA1(t), . . . , RAN
(t)}) .

Correctness of the algorithm follows because a solution output on day t is the solution output by
Ai upon seeing exactly the stream of events up to day t. Thus, if Ai is correct, the meta-algorithm
is also correct.

C.3.1. OBTAINING WORK BOUNDS WITH HIGH PROBABILITY

In this section, we show how to modify our partition-tree-based algorithm using our backstop meta-
algorithm to obtain our running time bounds with high probability, using a simple “boosting” ar-
gument. We first make the observation that if we run O (log (T )) independent instantiations of our
algorithm, at least one instantiation will have runtime close to the expectation with high probability.

We can also remove the assumption that T is known, by using an additional guess-and-double
argument; such an argument comes in handy for our incremental or decremental transformation to
fully dynamic in later sections.

This allows us to compose O(log(T )) independent copies of our algorithm to achieve our ex-
pected runtime bound with high probability. The following lemma follows from a standard boosting
argument, which is given formally in Appendix C.3.

Lemma 13 (Boosting Argument) Consider k log(T ) independent instantiations of the predicted-
updates algorithm (Algorithm 2.1), for some constant integer k > 0. With probability at least
1− 1

Tk , at least one of these instantiations has runtime

Õ
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− d||1)

)
when c > 1, and Õ (T + ||p− d||1) when c ≤ 1.

Now, using the backstop technique, we take O(log(T )) instantiations of the predicted updates
algorithm (Algorithm 2.1) to create a composite algorithm that has runtime that scales with the
minimum of the instantiations.
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Proof Consider a single instantiation of the predicted-updates algorithm given in Algorithm 2.1.
By Lemmas 4 and 9, the total expected work of this algorithm (including preprocessing) is

O
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− d||1) · logc+3(T ) · log log(T · |S|)

)
when c > 1, (9)

O
(
(T + ||p− d||1) · log4(T ) · log log(T · |S|)

)
when c ≤ 1. (10)

By Markov’s inequality, the probability that the runtime of a single instantiation exceeds two times
the expected work is at most 1

2 . Thus, the probability that k log(T ) independent instantiations all
simultaneously exceed two times the expected work is

≤
(
1

2

)k log(T )

=
1

T k
.

Thus, with probability at least 1 − 1
Tk , one of the k log(T ) instantiations has runtime at two times

the expected work given in Eqs. (9) and (10).

C.4. Final Theorems
Algorithm C.3: Work Bounds with High Probability

Input: Offline: Partition-tree T , algorithmA, predicted sequence P , ground set S. Online: Update
sequence U = [E1, . . . , ET ], prediction sets P1, . . . , Plog2(T ).

Output: After each day t ∈ [T ], output f(Ut).
// Initialization

49 T̂ ← 1

L← k · log(T̂ ) for some fixed constant k > 0
for real event Et do

50 if t ≥ T̂ then
// Guess-and-double

51 Obtain prediction set P
max(1,log2(T̂ ))

T̂ ← 2 · T̂
L← max(k · log(T̂ ), log(|S|)) for sufficiently large k > 011

Create A := [A1, . . . , AL], L independent instantiations of Algorithm 2.1 using T̂ and
P
max(1,log2(T̂ ))

// Instantiations use independent randomness.

52 M ← Initialize backstop meta-algorithm (Algorithm C.2) over A
Use M to process all previously seen events E1, . . . , Et−1 in buffer B

53 Add Et to B
Pass Et to M , return output of M

Theorem 2.1 (Offline Divide-and-Conquer to Fully Dynamic with Predictions Reduction) Given
a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm A that computes the solution to a problem P , sets of predictions
P1, P2, . . . , Plog2(T ), and online sequence of events U = [E1, . . . , Et], an improved Algorithm 2.1
correctly outputs the solution to f(Ut) after each t ∈ [T ] and uses total work, with high probability,

Õ
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− u||1)

)
when c > 1, and Õ (T + ||p− u||1) when c ≤ 1.

11. The log(|S|) term is necessary to ensure enough copies with high probability.
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Furthermore, our algorithm never performs worse than the best-known fully dynamic algorithm
for problem P . Here, p is our predicted sequence of days and u is the real sequence.

Proof Given our inputs, we construct our set of random partition-trees using Algorithm 2.1. We
first prove that our algorithm correctly outputs f(Ut) after every event Et in the sequence of online
events. Algorithm C.3 runs L instantiations of Algorithm 2.1 and outputs the answer from the
first instantiation that finishes processing event Et. By our procedures in Algorithm 2.1, every real
update is processed in every window that contains it, and no windows in the union of all windows
which do not contain days after t contain any predicted events that have not occurred after event Et

is processed. Furthermore, by Definition 3, all windows process all events irrespective of the order
of the events. Hence, Algorithm 2.1 correctly returns f(Ut) for every t ∈ [T ].

We now give our high probability bound for the total amount of work performed over all T real
events. Consider a day t = 2i on which Line 50 is triggered, and T̂ is doubled. T̂ is newly set to be
2i+1. Consider the total work done by the new instantiation of M . Specifically, the work between
the event at t = 2i and when T̂ is doubled again at event t′ = 2i+1. By Theorem C.1, we can bound
the work of M by L times the work of the minimum Ai ∈ A that is drawn independently in this
iteration. Lemma 13 bounds the work of that minimum Ai by

Õ
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− d||1)

)
when c > 1,

Õ (T + ||p− d||1) when c ≤ 1,

with probability ≥ max(1− 1
tk

if log(t) > log(|S|) and ≥ 1− 1
tk·log(|S|) , otherwise. The proba-

bility is due to the fact that we create L = max(k · log(T ), k · log(|S|)) independent instantiations.
Now, can use a union bound to conclude that our work bounds hold for all integers t ∈ [T ] with

probability

≥ 1−

( ∞∑
i=0

1

2k(i+1)
+

log(T )

2k·log |S|

)

≥ 1− 2 log(T )

|S|k
,

which is high probability for sufficiently large constant k > 0.
This condition allows us to, for a day t, bound the total work done by Algorithm C.2 up through

day t. Define i such that 2i ≤ t < 2i+1. We can bound the work done by Algorithm C.2 up through
day t as

⌊log2(t)⌋∑
i=0

O
(
|p− r|1 · (2i)c−1 logc+3(2i) log log(2i)

)
= O

(
|p− r|1 · (t)c−1 logc+3(t) log log(t · |S|)

)
,

when c > 1,
and O

(
|p− r|1 · log4(t) log log(t)

)
when c ≤ 1. Substituting T for t into the equations results

in our desired work.
Finally, by composing Algorithm C.3 with the best-known algorithm for P , once again using

Theorem C.1, we never perform worse than the best-known algorithm for the problem.
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Corollary 10 (Bound for Update/Query problems) Given a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm A
for f(·) with worst-case query time query(A), we can construct an algorithm, such that with high
probability with respect to T , that has total work

Õ
(
T c−1 · (T + ||p− d||1)

)
when c > 1, and Õ (T + ||p− d||1) when c ≤ 1,

and the worst-case query time is always bounded by query(A). Furthermore, our algorithm never
performs worse than the best-known fully dynamic algorithm for problem P .

Proof For the first part of the corollary, we can think of an update/query problem as simply being
an update problem, where after each update, the algorithm must return a data structure that is com-
patible with the query algorithm. Using Theorem 2.1 on this update problem, we get a predicted-
dynamic algorithm that always returns a data structure that is compatible with the original query
algorithm. Thus, the query algorithm is unchanged.

For the second part of the corollary, we use the backstop procedure of Theorem C.1 to back-
stop the predicted-deletion algorithm with the fully-dynamic algorithm. This provides some data
structure for every update. However, our offline to online query algorithm and the fully-dynamic
query algorithm, query(B), may not be expecting the same data structure. Thus, to execute a query
on a given day, we run, in parallel, both query algorithms. Thus our query time is bounded by
O (min{query(A), query(B)}).

C.5. Connection to Metric Tree Embeddings
The local error guarantee of our random partition-tree essentially provides a randomized scheme to
embed a particular line metric where the points are at integer increments, into a tree metric of low
depth. Precisely, we want a low-depth partition-tree such that, for two points a, b, the size (number
of descendant leaves) of the lowest common ancestor of a and b is of size O(|a − b| · log T ) in
expectation, where T is the number of points in the metric space. This is morally the same as finding
a low-depth tree embedding of this metric space. One direction is seen by setting edge lengths of a
low-depth partition-tree such that for a parent node p and its child node c, dist(p, c) = 1

2(|p| − |c|).
Thus, the distance between two leaves is precisely the size of the lowest common ancestor in the
partition-tree, and this gives a low-depth tree embedding of the space. The other direction is seen
by noting that for any embedding of this particular metric space into a low-depth hierarchically
well-separated tree (HST), e.g. Fakcharoenphol et al. (2004), the distance between two points a, b
in the tree is at least the size of the lowest common ancestor in the tree, and thus the HST gives us a
low-depth partition-tree. A line metric is, of course, itself a tree metric, and one can therefore find
a “tree embedding” with no distortion. However, for our algorithm, we require an embedding into
a tree metric that is low-depth. This can also be achieved by other distributions on trees, e.g. the
classic tree-embedding scheme of Fakcharoenphol et al. (2004).
C.6. Discussion on the Use of Randomness
One implication of the way we use randomness in our algorithmic framework is that we do not ex-
pect this framework to be robust to the strongest form of an adaptive adversary where the adversary
has access to the random bits used within our algorithm. (Although in many learning-augmented
models, the definition of an adaptive adversary is often also not immediately clear.) Thus, it is an
interesting question whether such a result can be derandomized, as a deterministic algorithm must
be robust to an adaptive adversary.

There are two places where we use randomness in our predicted-deletion framework.
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(1) Random partition-tree: this allows us to argue that in effect that two days that are close in time,
correspond to leaves in the partition-tree that are close in the tree, in expectation.

(2) Online metric matching: the randomized harmonic algorithm for online metric matching can be
implemented quickly.

We discuss challenges and potential avenues to derandomize these components, along with a
strategy that is open to an adaptive adversary.

Random partition-tree. The main benefit of a random partition-tree is that it preserves lengths in
expectation. That is, Lemma 7 tells us that for a, b ∈ [T ], the expected size of the lowest common
ancestor of a and b in a random-partition-tree drawn over [T ] is O(|b− a| log T ).

It is worth noting that this guarantee does not hold with high probability. In fact, the probability
that the size of the lowest common ancestor is T (the root node), is |b−a|

T−1 (i.e. this is the probability
that the first divider chosen in the tree falls in the range [a, b]).

This indicates that this expectation bound is morally fulfilling two functions: it is both avoiding
some bad cases, and implicitly accounting for some amortization. To illustrate this, consider the
following examples.

Example 1 (Uneven error density) Let T be 2i for some even i. Consider
√
T elements that are

added on days 1, 2, . . . ,
√
T with predicted deletion times

T/2 + 1, T/2 + 2, . . . , T/2 +
√
T .

Their actual deletion times will be

T/2 + 1−
√
T , T/2 + 2−

√
T , . . . , T/2.

The contribution to the ℓ1 prediction error is
√
T for each of

√
T elements, for a total of T .

The deterministic perfectly balanced partition-tree will make the first split between T/2 and
T/2 + 1. So the lowest common ancestor of the predicted deletion time and the actual deletion
time for each of these elements is the root node. Thus, each of these early deletion events will
trigger O(T ) recomputation, for a total of O(T

√
T ) work. (We are being informal about the exact

logarithmic factors here, for illustrative purposes.)
The randomized tree, on the other hand, guarantees that the expected work of triggering recom-

putations for these events is O(T log T ). This is only a log T factor off from the actual ℓ1 error, as
opposed to the deterministic tree that is a

√
T factor off.

Example 1 illustrates that if there is a portion of the sequence of days that is has a relatively
high density of error that coincides with a “deep split” of our tree, then the work of our algorithm
could be high. The random partition-tree allows us to avoid this by placing the “splits” of the tree
randomly.

Now, we consider the counterpart problem.

Example 2 (Even error density) Let T = 2i for some i. Label the days {1, . . . , T} Consider i
elements that such that element ej for j ∈ {0, . . . , i − 1} is inserted on day 2j + 1 with predicted
deletion 2j+5. ej’s actual deletion time is 2j+2. The last elements ei−2 and ei−1 alone will have
predicted deletion on the actual deletion days of T − 2 and T , respectively.

The contribution to the ℓ1 prediction error is 3 for each of T
2 − 2 elements, for a total error of

3T
2 − 6 ∈ O(T ).
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In this example, except for the first and last possible divider, every other divider splits some
actual deletion time from its corresponding deletion time. This says that in a deterministic partition-
tree, and in most instances of a randomized partition-tree, there is some error of size 3 that triggers
O(T ) recomputation.

While this is a large blow up, this does not occur for most of the errors, and specifically for
Example 2 one can show that both the deterministic tree and the randomized tree will trigger O(T )
recomputation total, which is comparable to the size of the error, O(T ). This demonstrates the
implicit amortization that happens when we consider the expected cost associated with a specific
error in the randomized partition-tree.

These two examples demonstrate that a deterministic scheme could likely achieve the amortiza-
tion of the random partition-tree and handle inputs like Example 2. The challenge lies in designing
a deterministic scheme that can avoid splitting areas of high error density, as in Example 1.

This also suggests a strategy that an adaptive adversary could use against a random partition-
tree that would break the guarantee, even if the adversary does not have direct access to the random
tree. An adversary could learn about the structure of the tree from seeing the output solutions of the
framework. As an example, consider a divide-and-conquer algorithm that computes some greedy
solution over permanent elements. From seeing the daily outputs of the divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm, the adversary could learn about the order in which the elements were given to the divide-and-
conquer algorithm. This is highly informative about what level of the tree each element becomes
permanent at, and since the adversary knows the input, they learn about where the windows of
each level end. Then, to make the algorithm incur high cost, the adversary could choose to delete
elements just before “deep splits” in the tree.

Online metric matching. For this framework, we want an algorithm for online metric matching
on the line metric that achieves a logarithmic (or polylogarithmic) competitive ratio, and can be
implemented in polylogarithmic update time.

In the online metric matching problem, the algorithm is given a set of “servers”. Then, “re-
quests” arrive online and report their distances (cost to be matched) to each of the servers. For each
request that arrives, the algorithm must immediately match it irrevocably to one of the servers, and
that server may not be matched to any future requests. The objective function is the total cost of the
final matching. The distance function must be consistent with some metric space.

The online metric matching problem was introduced independently by Khuller, Mitchell, and
Vazirani Khuller et al. (1991), and by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs
(1993). Both of these works show a deterministic (2n − 1) competitive algorithm, where n is the
number of points in the metric space. This is also optimal for deterministic algorithms, there is no
deterministic algorithm that achieves competitive ratio better than (2n − 1) in all metric spaces.
It is possible to circumvent this lower bound using randomization. The best known randomized
algorithm for general metric spaces is due to Bansal, Buchbinder, Gupta, and Naor, and achieves a
competitive ratio of O(log2 n) Bansal et al. (2007).

For line metrics specifically, it is possible to do better. On the randomized side, Gupta and
Lewi provide multiple randomized algorithms achieving competitive ratio O(log n) Gupta and Lewi
(2012), one of which we use in our construction. On the deterministic side, Raghvendra shows that
the deterministic robust matching algorithm works well in a variety of settings, and in particular
achieves competitive ratio O(log n) for line metrics Raghvendra (2016, 2018). In terms of compet-
itive ratio, these results are close to optimal, as Peserico and Scquizzato show that no algorithm,
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deterministic or randomized, can achieve competitive ratio o(
√
log n) for the line metric Peserico

and Scquizzato (2021).
From the perspective of our framework, we could hope to use Raghvendra’s robust matching

algorithm to achieve the desired competitive ratio deterministically. However, it is not immediately
clear how to implement this algorithm with polylogarithmic update time. The algorithm main-
tains an offline matching that informs the choices for the online matching. The offline matching
is maintained by finding an augmenting path on the associated flow network on each step. With-
out additional assumptions, finding such an augmenting path can take O(n2) work. If we were to
use the robust matching algorithm as is, it would actually be the dominating factor of our runtime.
However, the robust matching algorithm as stated can be applied to any metric space. It is an inter-
esting question of whether, for the line metric specifically, the robust matching algorithm could be
implemented much faster.

We note that it is possible to implement deterministic algorithms for our setting that achieve
slightly relaxed guarantees. In particular, the greedy algorithm (always assigns a request to the
nearest available server) achieves the following guarantee for our problem.

Lemma 14 (Greedy matching guarantee) Given an element insertion e with predicted deletion
time treport, we assign e greedily to the nearest free time slot t̂report. Such an algorithm produces an
assignment of elements to time slots such that(

t∑
i=1

|tireport − t̂ireport|

)
≤ 4t · errormax · log(T ) + T · errormax,

where errormax is the minimum ℓ∞ error of any feasible solution. That is, over all possible assign-
ments tbaseline of deletion times, such that tibaseline ̸= tjbaseline for i ̸= j,

errormax = min
tbaseline

max
i

∣∣tibaseline − tireport

∣∣ .
This is proven in Appendix C.7. Note that we leverage the integral structure of our particular

problem to get this guarantee (i.e. the requests and server are at integral positions, and there is
exactly one server per day.) This algorithm can be implemented quickly using a union-find data
structure in the same way as the harmonic algorithm (see proof of Lemma 2.1.)

In particular, if we were to use this in place of randomized metric matching in our framework,
we would achieve expected total work

O
(
T
(
1 + ||p− d||∞ log2 T

)
· update(A) · log2 T · log log(|S|T )

)
,

and the only remaining randomized component would be the random partition-tree. Note that T ·
||p− d||∞ is always at least ||p− d||1, and in many instances is much larger.
C.7. Deterministic ℓ∞-based bound
In this section we show that the greedy allocation algorithm has competitive ratio bounded by a
function of the minimum ℓ∞ norm of any solution.

Let the maximum error between any treport and tdelete be denoted as errormax. We show that
our greedy strategy of assigning each element update event prediction to the nearest free time slot
obtains total error at most t ·errormax where t is the total number of updates. Each slot can be taken
by an event at most errormax away time-steps away. Thus, this means that given any two time slots
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t2 and t1 where t2 > t1, it holds that the number of events in [t1, t2] is at most t2−t1+1+2·errormax.
Using this observation, we prove the following lemma about the maximum error by our assignment
of events to the timeline.

Lemma 14 (Greedy matching guarantee) Given an element insertion e with predicted deletion
time treport, we assign e greedily to the nearest free time slot t̂report. Such an algorithm produces an
assignment of elements to time slots such that(

t∑
i=1

|tireport − t̂ireport|

)
≤ 4t · errormax · log(T ) + T · errormax,

where errormax is the minimum ℓ∞ error of any feasible solution. That is, over all possible assign-
ments tbaseline of deletion times, such that tibaseline ̸= tjbaseline for i ̸= j,

errormax = min
tbaseline

max
i

∣∣tibaseline − tireport

∣∣ .
Proof We first prove the observation that between any two time slots t2 and t1, the maximum
number of updates with predicted times in [t1, t2] is t2 − t1 + 1 + 2 · errormax. This is the case
because in the true update sequence, the at any time slot t′ at most errormax updates on the left of t′

can have treport equal to t′ and at most errormax updates on the right of t′ can have treport equal to t′.
Now, we make the following potential argument. Give each update 4errormax · log(T ) coins when
we assign the update to a time slot. Each time we greedily assign a new update to the nearest free
time slot, we take a coin from each update that we pass on the way to the new assigned time slot.
We then need to argue that no update runs out of coins.

For any time slot t′, an update passes t′ if the shortest distance to a free slot includes t′. We
consider two contiguous segments of time of size 2i for all i ∈ [log2(T )] where t′ is on the boundary.
In other words, we consider [t′−2i−1, t′] and [t′, t′+2i+1]. We consider such contiguous segments
of time because only additional updates in the range [t′−2i−1, t′] (symmetrically [t′, t′+2i−1]) will
cross t′ if there are no free slots in [t′ − 2i − 1, t′ − 2i−1] (symmetrically [t′, t′ + 2i−1]. Otherwise,
if there are free slots in those segments, then the updates will fill up those free slots first. By our
argument above, for any such contiguous segment of time, there are at most 2errormax additional
updates that must be assigned. Hence, in the contiguous segment of time [t′ − 2i − 1, t′] at most
2errormax updates are assigned and these additional updates may pass t′. The same holds for the
contiguous segment of time [t′, t′+2i+1]. Thus, a total of at most 4errormax updates pass through
t′ for each i ∈ [log2(T )] and we do not use more than 4errormax · log2(T ) coins from t′. The
additional errormax error is for the initial error of the prediction.

Appendix D. Incremental to Fully-Dynamic Transformation
In this section we show how our framework that lifts offline algorithms to the fully-dynamic setting,
given predictions of all update times, can be adapted to lift an incremental algorithm to the fully-
dynamic setting, given predictions of only the deletion times. Formally, we consider the following
model.

Definition 15 (Predicted-Deletion Dynamic Model) In the predicted-deletion dynamic model, we
consider a ground set S. On each day exactly one of the following occurs:
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Figure 3: An illustration of which windows consider the elements e1, e2, and e3 permanent
1. An element e ∈ S is inserted, and reports a prediction of the day on which it will be deleted.

2. A previously inserted element is deleted.

An algorithm computes a function f(·) in the predicted-deletion dynamic model, if on every day t,
the algorithm outputs f(S), where S ⊆ S is the working subset induced by the true (not predicted)
sequence of element insertions and deletions that occur in time-steps 1, . . . , t.

This model is stronger than the general predicted-updates model that was presented in the last
section. In the previous section, we charged the runtime of the fully-dynamic algorithm to the pre-
diction error in insertions and deletions. In this model, the runtime of the fully-dynamic algorithm
should only depend on the predictions of deletion times. This corresponds to the fact that we are
starting with an incremental algorithm rather than an offline algorithm. Thus, the algorithm we start
with can already handle arbitrary insertions, and our reduction adds functionality only in handling
deletions.

First, in what may seem like a step in the wrong direction, we show how to build an offline
dynamic divide-and-conquer algorithm, using an incremental algorithm with a worst-case guarantee.
To do this, we introduce the concept of permanent elements.

Definition 16 (Permanent elements) An element is permanent with respect to a window W of a
partition-tree if

1. the element is inserted on or before the first day of W ,

2. the item is deleted after the last day of W ,

3. and the element is not permanent for any ancestor of W .

This is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that for a day t, the windows containing t perfectly partition
the elements that are active on day t. Conversely, we also have that the windows for which an
element e is permanent perfectly partition the lifetime of e. This suggests a natural way to convert
an (online) incremental algorithm, A, with worst-case update time update(A) into a divide-and-
conquer offline algorithm.
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Lemma 17 (Offline-dynamic divide-and-conquer from incremental) An incremental algorithm,
A, with worst-case update time update(A), can be converted into a offline-dynamic divide-and-
conquer algorithm satisfying Definition 3, where the work at each window, W , is

O(update(A) · |W |).

Proof At the root node, we initialize the state of the incremental algorithm. Then, at each window,
we insert the permanent elements associated with that window into the state of the incremental
algorithm. The set of permanent elements can be computed from the set of all elements that are
active at any time during the parent window, in a linear-time scan. Thus, the work done at a window
scales with update(A) times the number of permanent edges associated with that window.

Note that any element that is permanent for a window W , must have either been inserted or
deleted during W ’s sibling window. Otherwise, this element would actually be permanent for W ’s
parent window. Thus, the number of permanent elements of W is bounded by the size of W s sibling.
For a random partition-tree, this is the same as the size of W in expectation. So this meets the third
criterion of Definition 3, where the expected work at a node is linear in the size of the node, with a
multiplicative factor of update(A).

With respect to the second criterion of Definition 3, we need that the computation of the window
depends only on the state of the parent window, and the unordered set of updates occurring in this
window. At first glance, this does not appear to be the case, as calculating the set of permanent
elements requires the algorithm to compare the set of updates of its sibling window. However, we
can consider the set of updates of the parent window to be included in the state of the parent window.
Then, since the number of updates of the parent is, in expectation, a constant factor more than the
size of the child window, the child window can reconstruct the necessary information from the state
of the parent and its own set of updates.

Thus, this algorithm meets the criteria of Definition 3, where the expected work at each window
W is

O(update(A) · |W |).

Now, if we directly apply Theorem 2.1, we recover an algorithm that does total work

O((T + ||p− d||1) · update(A) · log3(T ) log log(T · |S|)),

when given predictions of all updates at the outset of the algorithm. However, we wish to consider
a setting in which the elements arrive arbitrarily, and an element’s predicted deletion time is only
provided when the element is inserted.

This leads to two main issues. The first is that we cannot create a tentative schedule of events
during preprocessing, because we have no information about the events that are going to occur. The
second is that we cannot compute a preliminary version of the divide-and-conquer algorithm during
preprocessing, because we do not have a tentative schedule of events to refer to. To address the first
issue, we make the following observation.
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Observation 18 (Online scheduling) Even in the setting where the initial schedule of events is
computed statically in the preprocessing step, we use an online algorithm to assign events to days.

Thus, as predicted events arrive over time, we can assign each event irrevocably to an initial
tentative schedule using this online algorithm, while maintaining the runtime and approximation
guarantees of the original algorithm.

Thus, we can schedule events as they arrive, without having to reschedule events to account for later
arrivals.

To address the second issue, we show that, while we don’t know enough about the schedule to
run the entire divide-and-conquer algorithm during preprocessing, we actually can utilize a “just in
time” approach.

Lemma 19 (Windows can be computed “just in time”) Consider a offline-dynamic divide-and-
conquer algorithm of the form constructed by Lemma 17. Then, the fully-dynamic algorithms with
predictions resulting from Theorem 2.1 can be run in a “just in time” fashion where

1. the computation associated with a window W beginning on day t is only run on or after day
t, and

2. on day t, we have enough information to run the computation associated with all windows
starting on day t, and

3. RETRIGGER is never called for an insertion event.

Proof First, we note that the output of the fully-dynamic algorithm resulting from Theorem 2.1 on
day t only depends on the computations associated with windows that contain t. Thus, the first point
of the lemma is true for any algorithm of this form. That is, on a day t, we can consider all windows
starting after day t to be “inactive,” and ignore them when they are part of a RETRIGGER operation.
Then, on day t, we run the computations of any windows beginning exactly on day t, for the first
time.12

For the second point, consider a window W beginning on some day t. It is possible that on
day t, there are some events that will occur during W , for which we do not have predicted times.
For example, insertions occur entirely arbitrarily, so we do not have any information about the
insertions that will occur during W . However, any element that could be permanent for W , must
already be inserted. This is by definition: for an element to be permanent for W , it must be inserted
on or before the first day of W . Thus, on day t, we have enough information to compute all of the
permanent elements of W , which is enough to run the divide-and-conquer algorithms constructed
by Lemma 17.

Finally, for the third point, note that any window that depends on an insertion event e is only
computed for the first time after e occurs. Thus, at this point, e is fully known, and will not be
rescheduled, so it will never call RETRIGGER.

Altogether, Lemma 17, Observation 18, and Lemma 19, along with Theorem 2.1 give us the
following theorem.

12. In fact, while we don’t get a better asymptotic runtime bound, running any algorithm of this form in a “just in time”
way can only reduce the total work done, as we do not have to retrigger windows that are not yet active.
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Theorem 20 (Incremental to Fully-Dynamic) Given an incremental algorithm, A, with expected
worst-case update time update(A), we can construct an algorithm in the predicted-deletion model
(Definition 15), such that the total expected work done by the algorithm is

O
(
update(A) · (T + ||p− d||1) · log4 T log log(T · |S|)

)
,

where ||p− d||1 is the ℓ1 error of the deletion-time predictions.

Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following work, with high probability.

Corollary 11 (Incremental to Fully-Dynamic Transformation) Given an incremental algorithm,
A, with expected worst-case update time update(A), we can construct an algorithm in the predicted-
deletion model (Definition 15) such that the total work done by the algorithm is

Õ (update(A) · (T + ||p− d||1))

with high probability, where ||p− d||1 is the ℓ1 error of the deletion-time predictions.

D.1. Comparison to concurrent work of Peng and Rubinstein (2023); van den Brand et al.
(2023)

The independent and concurrent work of van den Brand et al. (2023) also provides a reduction that
lifts an incremental algorithm to the fully dynamic setting given predictions of deletion times. In
this section, we overview their approach and provide a comparison to our reduction.

The reduction of van den Brand et al. (2023) is based on a simple and elegant observation over
the previous work of Peng and Rubinstein (2023). In Peng and Rubinstein (2023), they consider
a model that they call the deletion look-ahead model. In this model, on every day t, the relative
deletion order of all elements that are active in the system is known. Another way to think of this
model is that, when an element is inserted, it announces which of the existing elements it will be
deleted after. This is similar to our predicted-deletion model in the regime where the prediction
error is 0. However, it is actually more general, because it only requires ordinal information rather
than cardinal information about the deletion times.

In the language of our work, we can interpret the Peng and Rubinstein (2023) reduction as
doing something similar to constructing the offline divide-and-conquer algorithm from Lemma 17,
and running it with a just-in-time approach (in the manner of Lemma 19). This is all with respect to
a fixed deterministic partition tree (i.e. a perfectly balanced binary tree). Indeed, if we had access to
cardinal information (i.e. the actual day on which each edge is predicted to be deleted), this would
suffice to recover an amortized guarantee for this problem.

To adapt this to the ordinal setting, Peng and Rubinstein (2023) make the following observation.
Over the course of any window W , at most |W | elements can be deleted. Thus, at the start of
a window W , any element that is not in the |W | earliest-to-be-deleted elements will certainly be
permanent over W ,13 and can safely be inserted. At the end of the computation associated with
W , there are still up to |W | elements that we did not insert, because we were unsure of whether
or not they would be permanent. These elements are passed to the child windows, which process
these elements, along with any elements that were inserted in their sibling windows. In all, the total

13. Here, we are abusing our notation of permanent elements from earlier, and referring to an element as permanent if it
is inserted on or before the first day of W , and deleted on or after the last day of W .
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number of elements that any window has to process is at most a constant factor more than the size
of the window.

This adaptation to the ordinal setting leaves the reduction of Peng and Rubinstein (2023) with
a very useful property: the state of the incremental algorithm at each leaf of the partition tree has
elements inserted in approximately reverse deletion order. That is, any element that will be deleted
in the next d deletions, was one of the last c · d elements to be inserted, where c is a constant.

Now, in the case where the predicted deletion order is subject to error, van den Brand et al.
(2023) observe that this property allows us to fix the data structure with low overhead. In particular,
consider an element e that is deleted earlier than predicted. That is, on day t, e was predicted
to be the d-th next element to be deleted, but instead it was the first element to be deleted. The
approximate reverse deletion order property tells us that e was in the last c ·d elements to be inserted
into this leaf. This means that it was inserted in some window W relatively close to leaf-level in the
partition-tree. Thus, to fix the data structure, they only need to retrigger these few windows that are
descendants of W .

Essentially, this approximate reverse deletion order property allows the data structure to be fixed
on the fly, with low overhead. Furthermore, their strategy does not require a random partition-tree:
indeed it is fully deterministic, and can even be adapted to provide a worst-case per update guarantee
(as opposed to our work which provides an amortized guarantee).

In comparison to our work, it is not clear if it is possible to extend the Peng and Rubinstein
(2023); van den Brand et al. (2023) approach to lift offline algorithms to the fully dynamic setting. In
particular, we provide a simple analogue of their approach that can convert a decremental algorithm
to the fully-dynamic setting, when given predictions of insertion times. We explore this connection
formally in the next section (Appendix E). With respect to the specific reduction of van den Brand
et al. (2023), it essentially maintains state of a decremental algorithm, where elements are deleted
in approximately reverse insertion order.

While this approach can handle predicted deletion times given an incremental algorithm, and
predicted insertion times given a decremental algorithm, it is not clear if and how these two guaran-
tees can be combined. In particular, this runs into two issues.

1. It is not clear what kind of algorithm to reduce to, as one direction requires an incremental
algorithm, and the other direction requires a decremental algorithm.

2. It is not clear what the analogue of maintaining elements in both reverse insertion and reverse
deletion order should be.

Our work addresses the first point by making the key observation that we can reduce to an offline
divide-and-conquer algorithm. As to the second point, we resolve the issue by using a random
partition-tree. This does not require us to maintain any ordering of the elements that we consider.

Thus, the reduction of van den Brand et al. (2023) for the predicted deletion model is based on
a simple and elegant extension of the previous framework of Peng and Rubinstein (2023), which
lifts incremental algorithms into the deletion look-ahead setting. The reduction that we present in
this work for the predicted deletion model, is instead based on a simple extension from our earlier
framework that lifts offline divide-and-conquer algorithms into the predicted update setting. Under
a single framework, we generalize all three settings: offline, incremental, and decremental.
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Appendix E. Decremental to Fully-Dynamic Transformation
In this section, we show how to adapt our framework to convert a decremental algorithm to the fully-
dynamic setting, given predictions of only the insertion times. Formally, we consider the following
model.

Definition 21 (Predicted-Insertion Dynamic Model) In the predicted-insertion dynamic model,
we consider a set S of all the elements that are predicted to ever appear in the system. At the outset,
the algorithm is given S, and predictions for when each of the elements in S will be inserted. Then,
on each day, exactly one of the following occurs:

1. An element e, either in S or not, is inserted,

2. A previously inserted element is deleted, and provides a prediction of when it will be reinserted
(if ever).

An algorithm computes a function f(·) in the predicted-insertion dynamic model, if on every day
t, the algorithm outputs f(St), where St is the working subset induced by the true (not predicted)
sequence of element insertions and deletions that occur in time-steps 1, . . . , t.

A number of works in the past have performed fully dynamic to decremental reductions, starting
with the seminal work of Henzinger and King (1997), for specific problems. We show that, with the
help of predictions, we can generalize such ideas to any worst-case decremental algorithm. Now,
we show that, given a decremental algorithm, we can design algorithms for the predicted insertion
model. We do this via a simple reduction to the predicted insertion case.

Theorem 22 (Decremental to Fully-Dynamic) Consider a decremental algorithm,A, which takes
time initializeA(T ) to initialize a state containing up to T elements, and then has worst-case up-
date time update(A). Given such an algorithm, we can construct an algorithm for the predicted-
insertion model (Definition 21), that does expected total work

O
(
initializeA(T ) ·K + update(A) · (T + ||p− i||1 + TK) log4(T ) log log(T · |S|)

)
,

where ||p − i||1 is the ℓ1 error of the insertion-time predictions for elements in S, and K is the
number of elements that are not in S that are ever inserted.

Proof We reinterpret A as in incremental algorithm on “anti-elements.” That is, suppose we initial-
ize our algorithm to contain the elements in a set S. Then, as a decremental algorithm, the algorithm
can handle updates that delete elements of S. We can also think of this as an incremental algorithm,
that can handle the insertion of anti-elements, corresponding to elements in S.

Now, consider a series of updates in the predicted-insertion model (Definition 21). From the
view of our decremental algorithm, each element starts as not being in the system, then is inserted
at some time for which we are given a prediction, then is deleted at an unknown arbitrary time,
when it predicts its next insertion.

From the view of the incremental algorithm, each anti-element starts in the system, then is
deleted at some time for which we have a prediction, and then is reinserted again at an unknown
arbitrary time, at which point it predicts its next deletion.
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Thus, viewing the decremental algorithm as an incremental algorithm on anti-elements, makes
it fit directly into our earlier framework for incremental algorithms, because it converts the decre-
mental algorithm into an incremental algorithm, and it converts insertion events into deletion events
and vice versa.

The only remaining issue is that this strategy cannot handle the case where an element that was
never part of the predicted set S is inserted. In this case, we must add the new element to S, and run
the initialization of the algorithm again from scratch. This contributes total work

O (initializeA(T ) ·K) ,

where K is the number of such elements outside S that are ever inserted. Then, we must retrigger
the entire tree, which is equivalent to this new element contributing ℓ1-error of T . Over all such
elements this contributes work

O
(
TK · log4 T log log(T · |S|)

)
.

Adding these contributions to the work bound from the incremental reduction, gives us our final
bound of

O
(
initializeA(T ) ·K + update(A) · (T + ||p− i||1 + TK) log4 T log log(T · |S|)

)
.

Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following work, with high probability.

Corollary 12 (Decremental to Fully Dynamic Transformation) Consider a decremental algo-
rithm, A, which takes time initializeA(T ) to initialize a state containing up to T elements and has
worst-case update time update(A). Given such an algorithm, we can construct an algorithm for
the predicted-insertion model (Definition 21) that does total work

Õ (initializeA(T ) ·K + update(A) · (T + ||p− i||1 + TK)) ,

with high probability, where ||p − i||1 is the ℓ1 error of the insertion-time predictions of predicted
elements, and K is the number of elements that were never predicted but are inserted.

We make the following remark that allows us to obtain a deterministic, worst-case decremental
to fully-dynamic transformation using van den Brand et al. (2023).

Remark 23 The above reduction is not specific to our particular implementation of the incremental
to fully dynamic reduction. In particular, our interpretation of anti-elements can be applied to the
incremental to fully-dynamic reduction in the concurrent independent work of van den Brand et al.
(2023) and achieve their deterministic worst-case per update work bound also in the decremental
setting.
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Appendix F. Applications: Offline, Incremental, and Decremental to Fully Dynamic
We apply our framework to the following problems to obtain fully dynamic algorithms in the
predicted-deletion model. A summary of our runtimes compared to the best-known fully dynamic
algorithms is given in Table 1. We define the problems we study below. Unless specified, the input
to the following problems is an input graph G = (V,E).

• All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP): For any pair of queried vertices u and v, determine the
distance from u to v. In the planar diagraph APSP problem, we are given a planar, directed
and weighted graph. A c-approximate APSP algorithm returns an approximation that is within
c-factor of the distance between the pair.

• Triconnectivity: For any pair of queried vertices, determine whether the pair is 3-vertex
connected. Two pairs of vertices u and v are 3-vertex connected if and only if u and v remain
connected whenever fewer than two vertices are removed.

• Dynamic Depth-First Search (DFS) Tree: A dynamic DFS tree is a DFS tree that is reported
after each edge insertion or deletion and is a valid DFS tree for the current graph.

• All-Pairs Maximum Flow: For any pair of queried vertices, s and t, return the maximum
flow between s and t. A c-approximate maxflow algorithm returns a flow value that is a
c-factor approximation of the actual maxflow.

• All-Pairs Minimum Cut: For any pair of queried vertices, s and t, return the minimum cut
between s and t. A c-approximate maxflow algorithm returns a cut value that is a c-factor
approximation of the actual min-cut.

• Multi-Commodity Concurrent Flow: For a set of triples {(s1, t1, d1), . . . , (sP , tP , dP )},
return the maximum value α where, concurrently for all i ∈ [P ], si can send α · di units of
flow to ti. A c-approximate multi-commodity concurrent flow algorithm returns a value that
is at least α/c.

• Uniform Sparsest Cut: For a given graph G = (V,E,w), return

ΦG = minS⊂V

∑
(u,v)∈E,u∈S,v ̸∈S w(u,v)

|S|·|V \S| .

• Monotone Submodular Maximization: Given a ground set N = [n] and a set function
f : N → R+, function f is monotone if f(A) ≥ f(B) for any B ⊆ A ⊆ N . Function
f is submodular if f(A ∪ {u}) − f(A) ≤ f(B ∪ {u}) − f(B) for any B ⊆ A ⊆ N and
element u. Under cardinality constraint k, the problem maximizes maxS⊆[n],|S|=k (f(S))
for some parameter 1 ≤ k ≤ n and under a matroid constraintM, the problem maximizes
maxS⊆M (f(S)). In the dynamic setting, elements can be inserted and deleted from the
ground set, and the goal is to maintain maxS⊆M (f(S)). A c-approximate algorithm returns
a set S that has value at least c ·maxS⊆M(f(S)).

• k-Edge Connectivity: For any pair of queried vertices {u, v}, the pair {u, v} is k-edge
connected if and only if u and v remain connected whenever any set of k − 1 edges are
removed.

• Minimum Spanning Forest (MST): A dynamic minimum spanning forest is an minimum
weight spanning forest that is maintained under edge insertions and deletions.
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• Strongly Connected Components (SCC)/Topological Sort: Given a directed input graph
G = (V,E), maintain the strongly connected components and topological sort, respectively,
under edge insertions/deletions.

Offline to Fully Dynamic In this section, we instantiate several offline-to-fully dynamic algo-
rithms using our Theorem 2.1. Specifically, we show transformations for triconnectivity, k-edge
connectivity, and minimum spanning forest using the divide-and-conquer algorithms of Chalermsook
et al. (2021); Eppstein (1994); Peng et al. (2017), achieving exponential time improvements on the
running times of the best-known fully dynamic algorithms when ||p− r||1 = Õ(T ) where p is the
predicted sequence of update times and r are the real update times.

We first prove that the offline algorithms given in Chalermsook et al. (2021); Eppstein (1994);
Peng et al. (2017) falls under our definition of c-divide-and-conquer algorithms and specify the
parameters for each algorithm. After proving these lemmas, our framework directly gives fully
dynamic algorithms for these problems given predicted-updates.

Lemma 24 There exists a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm for offline triconnecitivity Peng et al.
(2017) where c = 1.

Proof Peng et al. (2017) provides a divide-and-conquer algorithm on the sequence of events where
each subproblem is half of its parent. In each subproblem, they produce a 3-vertex sparsifier with
size equal to the number of non-permanent edges in the subproblem. The permanent edges in each
subproblem are used to contract the graph to smaller sizes. For a subproblem S of size |S| (where S
contains the non-permanent edges), the sparsification can be done in time O(|S|). Thus, Peng et al.
(2017) gives a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm where c = 1.

Lemma 25 There exists a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm for offline k-edge connectivity Chalermsook
et al. (2021) for any constant k ≥ 1 where c = 1.

Proof Chalermsook et al. (2021) provides a divide-and-conquer algorithm that divides the events
in approximately equal sizes. Then, in each subproblem S of size |S| (where S contains the non-
permanent edges), they construct a vertex sparsifier of size Õ(|S|) with the terminals being the set
of queried vertices falling within the subproblem. Each sparsifier can be constructed in Õ(|S|) time;
hence, Chalermsook et al. (2021) gives a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm where c = 1.

Lemma 26 There exists a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm for offline minimum spanning forest Epp-
stein (1994) where c = 1.

Proof Eppstein (1994) provides a divide-and-conquer algorithm that recursively divides the se-
quence into halves. Then, in each subproblem S where |S| denotes the number of non-permanent
edges, they sparsify using the permanent and non-permanent edges in the following way. They
run the MST algorithm by successively picking edges in non-decreasing weight using a standard
MST algorithm like Kruskal’s in O(|S| log(|S|)) time, breaking ties by giving preference to non-
permanent edges. All non-permanent edges that are not picked are deleted and every picked perma-
nent edge is contracted. This results in a sparsifier that has size O(|S|) that is passed to children.
Hence, Eppstein (1994) gives a c-divide-and-conquer algorithm where c = 1.

Lemmas 24 to 26 combined with Theorem 2.1 directly give the following theorem.
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Theorem 27 (Predicted-Updates Algorithms) Using our framework given in Algorithm C.3, we
obtain the following fully dynamic algorithms in the predicted-updates model, assuming ||p−r||1 =
O(T ), where T is the total number of updates, p is a vector of predicted event times, and r is a vector
of real event times:

1. An algorithm for triconnectivity in Õ (1) amortized update and query times (Peng et al.
(2017));

2. An algorithm for k-edge connectivity in Õ (1) amortized update time and query time for any
constant k ≥ 1 (Chalermsook et al. (2021)); and

3. A dynamic minimum spanning forest maintained in Õ (1) amortized update time (Eppstein
(1994)).

Incremental to Fully Dynamic To obtain our fully dynamic algorithms, we use the worst-case
incremental algorithms given in the following works Baswana et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2018, 2020);
Das et al. (2022); Feldman et al. (2022); Holm and Rotenberg (2020); Goranci (2019); Goranci et al.
(2019) combined with Corollary 10 to obtain Theorem 28.

Theorem 28 (Predicted-Deletion Algorithms) Using our framework, we obtain the following
fully dynamic algorithms in the predicted-deletion model, assuming ||p − d||1 = O(T ), where
T is the total number of updates, p is a vector of predicted deletion times, and d is a vector of real
deletion times:

1. An exact all-pairs shortest path algorithm for planar directed graphs with Õ(
√
n) amortized

update time and Õ(
√
n) worst-case query time (Chen et al. (2020));

2. An algorithm for triconnectivity in Õ (1) amortized update time and O(log3(n)) worst-case
query time (Holm and Rotenberg (2020));

3. A dynamic DFS tree reported in Õ(n) amortized update time (Baswana et al. (2019); Chen
et al. (2018));

4. A O
(
log8k(n)

)
-approximate maxflow/min-cut algorithm with Õ

(
n2/(k+1)

)
amortized update

time and reports the maxflow between any pair of vertices s and t in Õ
(
n2/(k+1)

)
worst-case

query time (Goranci (2019); Goranci et al. (2019));

5. A O
(
log8k(n)

)
-approximate multi-commodity concurrent flow algorithm with Õ

(
n2/(k+1)

)
amortized update time and Õ(P 2) worst-case query time where P is the number of queried
pairs (Goranci (2019); Goranci et al. (2019));

6. A O
(
log8k(n)

)
-approximate uniform sparsest cut algorithm with Õ

(
n2/(k+1)

)
amortized

update time (Goranci (2019); Goranci et al. (2019)).

7. A 0.3178-approximate monotone submodular maximization algorithm under a matroid con-
staint of rank k and makes Õ(poly(k, log n)) function evaluations per update for any n, k >
0 (Feldman et al. (2022)).
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Decremental to Fully Dynamic To obtain our fully dynamic algorithms, we use the worst-case
decremental algorithms for strongly connected components of Roditty (2013) and topological sort
(trivial) Corollary 10 to obtain Theorem 22 when ||p− i||1 = O(T ) where p are the predicted times
for insertions, i is the vector of real insertion times, and T is the total number of updates.

Theorem 29 (Predicted-Insertion Algorithms) Using our framework, we obtain the following
fully dynamic algorithms in the predicted-deletion model, assuming ||p − i||1 = O(T ), where T
is the total number of updates, p is a vector of predicted insertion times, and i is a vector of real
insertion times:

1. An algorithm for maintaining strongly connected components with Õ(m) amortized update
time time (matching fine-grained lower bounds of Abboud and Williams (2014)) using Roditty
(2013); and

2. An algorithm for maintaining a topological sort in Õ (1) amortized update time (using the
trivial decremental algorithm).

Appendix G. Additional Discussion of Related Work and Connections
Sliding window and look-ahead models. In the sliding window model, introduced by Datar et al.
(2002), the algorithm views an infinite stream of data, and must maintain a statistic over the last N
data points seen (where N is the width of the window). The sliding window model has a large body
of work in the streaming literature Papapetrou et al. (2015); Wei et al. (2016); Epasto et al. (2017);
Braverman et al. (2020); Epasto et al. (2022); Jayaram et al. (2022); Woodruff and Zhou (2022),
including Crouch et al. (2013); Reitblat (2019); Biabani et al. (2021); Alexandru et al. (2023) who
give semi-streaming algorithms for graph problems in this model. Interestingly, despite being an
inherently dynamic model, (consisting of insertions, and deletions exactly N days after insertion),
it has not been studied much in the dynamic algorithms literature. A related family of models are
look-ahead models, where a dynamic algorithm is given information about future events. Examples
include graph algorithms with access to the set of vertices involved in the next few updates (but not
the full sequence of edge operations) Khanna et al. (1996), and algorithms that have full access to
the next few operations Sankowski and Mucha (2010).

The model that is most relevant to our work is the deletion look-ahead model. In this model,
the algorithm maintains a statistic over a subset of some ground set of elements (e.g. a graph is
a subset of possible edges), and has access to the future deletion times of all existing elements.
This is a strict generalization of the sliding window model. It is known that designing an algorithm
with an amortized guarantee in this model can be reduced to designing an algorithm with a worst-
case guarantee in the incremental model, where elements are only inserted and never deleted Chan
(2011); van den Brand et al. (2019). This reduction and a stronger reduction that achieves a worst-
case guarantee in the known-deletion model, are formalized in Peng and Rubinstein (2023). Peng
and Rubinstein (2023) actually considers a slightly more general setting in which the algorithm
has access to the order in which the elements will be deleted, and not necessarily the exact deletion
times. Our main contribution considers a more general model, in which information about the future
is subject to error. We note that the predicted-deletion dynamic model that we introduce is a strict
generalization of the known-deletion model, which is itself a strict generalization of the sliding
window model.
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Algorithms with predictions. Algorithms with predictions, also often called learning augmented
algorithms, is a paradigm that has been gaining much attention in recent years. An algorithm solicits
predictions from an untrusted source (e.g. a machine learning model) to help make decisions. The
goal is to design algorithms that achieve the following three desiderata Lykouris and Vassilvitskii
(2021):

(1) (Consistency) If the predictions are of high quality, the algorithm performs much better than a
worst-case algorithm.

(2) (Competitiveness) If the predictions are of low quality, the algorithm does not perform any
worse than a worst-case algorithm.

(3) (Robustness) The performance of the algorithm degrades gracefully as a function of the pre-
diction error.

Additionally, we want to solicit predictions that can be reasonably obtained in practice. A detailed
overview of the field is given in Mitzenmacher and Vassilvitskii (2021).

These desiderata present a challenge. While we would like to achieve all three for some rea-
sonable notion of prediction, it is not a priori clear that such a guarantee is even possible. For some
problems and settings, it is not indeed possible to achieve all three simultaneously, and algorithms
are designed that allow the user to trade off these objectives. One example is the classic online
problem of rent-or-buy, which exhibits an inherent trade-off between consistency and robustness
Kumar et al. (2018); Gollapudi and Panigrahi (2019); Wei and Zhang (2020). Thus it is particularly
interesting that it is indeed possible to achieve all three points for dynamic algorithms in our setting.

The setting closest to the dynamic model is the warm start setting. In this setting, a static al-
gorithm is given an instance, along with some additional predicted information. Examples include
graph problems Dinitz et al. (2021); Chen et al. (2022a); Davies et al. (2023), in which the predic-
tion is a candidate solution, and the quality of the prediction is measured as the distance from the
prediction to the true optimal solution. In the warm start setting, it is often the case that algorithms
are able to achieve consistency and robustness simultaneously. A strong motivation for this model
is time-series data, in which we want to solve a series of instances with the context that “yesterday’s
instance is likely not too different from today’s instance.” In this setting, we can think of using each
day’s solution as the prediction for the next day’s instance as a kind of dynamic procedure. The
guarantees for such a process differ from the standard dynamic model. In the dynamic model, the
work done by the algorithm on a given day scales with the magnitude of the change in the instance,
whereas in the warm start setting, the work scales with the magnitude of the change in the solution.
In general, results of these types are incomparable. One benefit of the warm start setting is that it
models a larger range of possible updates between subsequent instances. On the other hand, we
cannot expect the same kinds of update times that we get for fully dynamic algorithms, since for
many of these problems, even checking if a predicted solution is optimal for a fresh instance can
take time linear in the size of the instance. Thus our work differs significantly from work on warm
starts, both in terms of the kinds of predictions we expect, and in the kinds of guarantees we achieve.

Online algorithms are the area in which algorithms with predictions were first studied, starting
with the motivating work of Kraska et al. (2018), which demonstrated that machine learned predic-
tions could dramatically improve the efficiency of index structures, both in theory and in practice.
Many online problems have since been studied in this model. Some, including rent-or-buy Ku-
mar et al. (2018); Gollapudi and Panigrahi (2019); Wei and Zhang (2020), and problems related
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to caching Lykouris and Vassilvitskii (2021); Bamas et al. (2020a); Jiang et al. (2020b); Rohatgi
(2020); Wei (2020); Angelopoulos et al. (2020); Indyk et al. (2022), utilize predictions of when
future events occur. Others such as the secretary problem Dütting et al. (2021) and combinatorial
optimization problems Bamas et al. (2020b); Lavastida et al. (2021), use predictions of what the
optimal solution is. An important line of work includes scheduling and queuing problems Anto-
niadis et al. (2020); Lattanzi et al. (2020); Mitzenmacher (2021), in which access to predictions
about parameters such as job length can allow an algorithm to circumvent strong lower bounds.
This is related to our work, as our algorithm essentially schedules partial computations with access
to predictions of the longevity of the edges involved. In the online setting, it is often the case that
problems exhibit an inherent tradeoff between consistency and robustness, and algorithms often
include a tunable parameter that allows the user to trade off these objectives.

Some sequential settings require predictions of the frequencies of certain objects in a sequence,
such as Cohen et al. (2020); Jiang et al. (2020a); Chen et al. (2022b) which design streaming algo-
rithms, and Eden et al. (2021) which minimizes sample complexity. Other settings include learning
good hashes and sketches of data Mitzenmacher (2018); Vaidya et al. (2021); Indyk et al. (2019);
Hsu et al. (2018), and using predicted information to maximize revenue in mechanism design set-
tings Medina and Vassilvitskii (2017).

Appendix H. Future Directions
Extension to other problems. One follow-up direction to our work is to find more problems to
which this framework can be applied. This could help design algorithms that are more efficient
and/or simpler than the state-of-the-art fully-dynamic solution. Alternatively, it would be inter-
esting to see algorithms designed for this model that look very different from this framework. A
particularly interesting follow-up question is: are there problems for which the a predicted-deletion
dynamic algorithm can circumvent a fully-dynamic lower bound when the prediction error is suffi-
ciently low?

Derandomization and/or robustness to adaptive adversary. The framework presented in this
work has a key reliance on randomization and is not robust to an adaptive adversary. It is an inter-
esting question whether the framework can be derandomized, or otherwise made robust to adaptive
adversaries. Potential challenges and avenues, along with vulnerabilities of the framework in this
work to an adaptive adversary are discussed in depth in Appendix C.6.

Removing amortization. The framework presented in this work relies heavily on amortization to
achieve the desired runtime bounds. It is an interesting question of whether problems in this model
can meet a per-update runtime bound. It is also not immediately clear what role prediction error
should play in such a bound. For example, one could hope to design an algorithm that, on each
day t, has the update time of an incremental algorithm, with an additive factor that scales with the
“error at day t.” This would require an interesting definition of error in a local sense, in contrast to
the global measure of error that we consider in this work (ℓ1 error).

Lower bounds. It would be interesting to get fine-grained lower bounds for problems in this
model. In particular, this framework accrues logarithmic factors in various places, including a
competitive ratio for online metric matching on a line, and the expected size of the smallest node
of the partition tree fully containing a subsequence [a, b]. For the approach in this work, some of
the logarithmic factors are necessary side effects of lower bounds for these quantities. It would be
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interesting to see if there are indeed necessary for any approach to solve dynamic problems in this
model, or if they can be circumvented by a different approach.

Implementation. A main motivation of this model is that it could potentially allow practitioners
to take advantage of known structure in real-world data that classical fully-dynamic algorithms are
oblivious to. It would be interesting to see how algorithms designed in this framework compare
with the best algorithms and heuristics in practice.
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